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Figure 4-1a: The colourful cover of the March 1929 issue. The vibrant purple was dropped from the
printer’s palette after the great stock-market crash of October 1929 put a crimp in the AES budget.
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Figure 4-1b: The 1931 version of the inside front-cover, listing the executive, board of directors, and
the advisory council of the AES. One of those who appeared for the first time in 1931 was Dr. Henry
F. Osborn, right after he had retired from the American Museum of Natural History. This august list
would compare very favourably to any contemporary scientific organization and even many of today’s
international organizations in prestige and authority.
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Figure 4-1c: Masthead for the journal, featuring a profile of eugenics patron Sir Francis Galton, and
the Galton Society medallion from the front cover, bookending the editors and editorial board. Below
is the editorial and legal fine-print required for commercial publication and mail delivery. Note the
name of the publishing company, formed a few months into the journal production run, and marvel
at the subscription price in those pre-inflationary times when paper and labour were still dirt-cheap.
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The Eugenics Birthday Number

Figure 4-2a: Table of Contents for “the Birthday Number,” the first issue of Eugenics, showing the mix
of short editorials and longer feature articles, as well as the regular departments and staple items that
persisted almost unchanged, until the end of the Journal of Race Betterment’s run in February 1931. (p. 1)
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Figure 4-2b: Back cover of the first issue of Eugenics: A Journal of Race Betterment, promoting the
Eugenics’ Book Club and its offerings for educating a progressive public in all aspects of eugenics. New
titles were added regularly, many of the books were authored by men in the AES leadership.
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Figure 4-3: Part of C.C. Little’s
proposal to marry the new human
sciences of education and eugenics in
a synergistic union offering great
potential for the future acceleration
of human progress. (p. 4)
It is small wonder then that the AES
formed two committees for eugenics
education, one for formal and for
popular education. By far the most
active in the journal was the popular
education committee, and its
dedicated regular column. This
regular feature will be introduced later
in this section, and examined in detail
in the subsequent section.

Figure 4-4b: An illustration of the wonders and evils of modern metropolitan life, threatening either
dysgenic chaos, or providing the catalyst for a biological-eugenic revolution that will ensure progress
and guarantee human evolution to a higher plateau, if we use the scientific wisdom of eugenics. (p. 7)
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Figure 4-4c: An illustration of the standard hereditarian view of the relative importance of inherited
intelligence and family training, in this case among the eugenically elite Yale graduates. (p. 12)
Note how well this agrees with Dr. Norman Haire’s assessment of the societal value of large families
in Hymen (1927), from the previous chapter.

Figure 4-4d: Huntington displays a
real poster-family to showcase the
bright future of American Eugenics
(p. 13).
Refer to the subsequent section on
Popular Education in this chapter
for more “Fitter Family” winners
and their eugenic pedigrees.
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Figure 4-5a: The official program of the Eugenics Record Office, as quoted from the yearbook of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, the ERO’s primary sponsor and main funding source after 1918.
Figure 4-5b: The three principals of the E.R.O. as featured in Laughlin’s promotional profile, as the
debut vignette of American “Eugenical Institutions” from Eugenics Issue No. 1 (pp. 14-19).
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Figure 4-6: The first ‘Symposium’ in Eugenics, tackling the scandalous misappropriation of the term
“Eugenic Babies” in the popular press – a novel attempt in the age of eugenics to counter or deflect
the traditional W.A.S.P. moral prohibition against children conceived out-of-wedlock. (p. 20, 21)
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Figure 4-7c: A multi-family vignette of the danger posed by the borderline low-normal IQ group,
composed largely of dark-skinned southern Italians, Polish or Russian-Jews, and other non-Nordics in
one New York school for subnormals. (p. 27)

Figure 4-7d: The sobering conclusions of Whitney’s study into the demographics of children in New
York’s public schools for subnormals, and the startling implications for national public policy.
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Figure 4-7f: Leon Whitney (center) posing with the examining staff of the “Fitter Families Contest” at
the 1926 Michigan State Fair. After his tenure with the AES, he became a celebrity veterinarian and a
prolific author of many popular titles, including The Coon Hunter’s Handbook (1952); and Dog Psychology
(1972), which went through numerous printings and was later translated into other languages.

Figure 4-8b: A couple of exemplars of “What I Think about Eugenics” published in the inaugural
issue of Eugenics as a substitute for actual reader letters (32). These two very influential thinkers were
important leaders in the movement (both are listed earlier as AES Directors in Figure 2). Guyer was a
noted author of civic-biology textbooks and thus a central figure in eugenics education. Also notice
Governor Pinchot’s response makes the explicit connection between wildlife or land conservation and
racial improvement. (See Spiro (2009) for details on the intimate connections between Madison
Grant, Gifford Pinchot and Teddy Roosevelt as part of an interlocking American aristocracy).
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Figure 4-8c: The letters to the editor page from a later issue (August 1929) with a sampling of two
letters. The exemplar on the left side (and upper right) is from a relative layman, while the one on the
right was from one of the central AES figures, Professor Paul Popenoe, the former editor of the
Journal of Heredity, and a frequent contributor to Eugenics. See later in this section for more involvement
and coverage of Popenoe.
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Figure 4-8d: Dr. Florence Brown Sherbon (left) from the University of Kansas, with Fitter Families
contest founder Mary T. Watts (center), and Leon F. Whitney, executive secretary of the AES (right)
at the 1926 Kansas State Free Fair. This contest and exhibition was the first and most widespread
educational outreach activity of the AES, with the ‘eugenic beauty’ contest angle guaranteeing
significant local press coverage for the AES and popular eugenics. Sherbon took over the leadership
of the Fitter Family contest organization from Mary Watts, and rose to a position of prominence in
the AES that was unique to any female.

Figure 4-8e: An excerpt of the opening paragraph in the first installment of Popular Education (p. 33),
as well as one of Dr. Sherbon’s eugenical psalms (v2n2, p. 16), as occasionally published to fill in the
glaring empty-space of ‘short pages’ in Eugenics. Religious themes and evangelical metaphors, such as
displayed here, dominated many of her contributions. This will be further explored in the next section
dedicated to her Popular Education column, Symposium appearances and feature articles.
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Figure 4-8f: A brief history, and essential
description, of the Popular Education
Committee of the AES and its mission and
activities, with a blurb regarding a
proposed contest in Toronto, Canada.
Popular Education (as evidenced by the
committee members’ names) was one of
the few AES committees to have
significant numbers of women represented,
the other being ‘Birth Regulation.’
Figure 4-8g: A brief outline of two popular
education outreach programs sponsored by the
AES Committee on Popular Education, and a
note on future research efforts by a ‘brother’
organization: the Race Betterment Foundation (of
Battle Creek, Michigan) under the stalwart
leadership of Dr. John H. Kellogg. These
eugenic siblings had an intimate relationship,
both in common membership and copromotional efforts. Kellogg and his brother
Vernon (Stanford Biologist and later first
secretary of the newly established National
Research Council) were both AES directors (See
list in Figure 4-1b on page 2 of the image file).
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Figure 4-8h: The last paragraph of the debut iteration of the Birth Regulation department.

Figure 4-8j: A news brief about the imminent visit of Cora B.S. Hodson from the British Eugenics
Education Society and photo of her arrival at the AES headquarters in New Haven, posing with ERA
President Dr. C.G. Campbell, from the December 1928 issue (v1n3, p. 35). The later issue contained
an itinerary of Ms. Hodson’s American tour and the topics of her various addresses to academic or
popular audiences. This included an address on “Birth Control in Europe” at the home of University
of Pittsburgh Professor Roswell Johnson, editor of the Legislation department; and a lecture on the
“Races of Europe” at the university for some of Professor Johnson’s eugenics’ classes.
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Figure 4-8k: The continuation of the “News and
Notes” feature in the debut issue of Eugenics. It
first details the comprehensive strategy for
“sympathetic” (p. 37) publicity and the popular
methodology to get the eugenics gospel out to
the yearning masses. It then concludes with a
bon voyage note for Yale professor and future
AES President Ellsworth Huntington, whose
“The Next Revolution” was featured earlier.
This internal publicity for the insiders of the
eugenics movement and their eugenical efforts
served more as professional rather than popular
education, a carryover from the earlier Eugenical
News newsletter that was published by the ERO
and ERA. The insider name-dropping was
retained for Eugenics, reflecting the publication’s
dual professional and popular education mission.
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Figure 4-8l: The complete text for the debut of the Immigration feature in Eugenics. The upcoming
presidential election in November made for a perfect opportunity to enlist the Eugenics’ readership in
the campaign. As it turned-out, Republican Herbert Hoover was elected, over Democrat Al Smith1
(the first Catholic presidential nominee of a major party) and the National Origins provision of the
Johnson-Reed Immigration Restriction Act of 1924 went into effect July 1, 1929, after numerous
attempts to postpone or repeal the legislation failed. Eugenics covered the greasy details of racial
politics and insider legislative tactics with rapt attention and much fanfare over the course of the
journal’s production run. See the section on the Immigration Restriction and Legislation departments,
later in this chapter for full coverage of this vital issue to the memetic penetration of the movement.
1

Governor Smith (of New York State) was the father of Al Smith, who runs a star-studded celebrity roast fund-raiser
for his charities. Donald Trump received a great deal of attention from the mainstream media for his off-side racial
and religious comments at his 2016 appearance at the event. This endeared him to his supporters in the Alt-Right.
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Figure 4-8m: An excerpt of one of the four book reviews from the first issue of Eugenics (p. 38, 39).
Note Dr. Holmes’ satirical treatment of the author’s euthenic worldview and racial agnosticism.
Part of the journal’s memetic mission was to counter or suppress the rival memes of euthenics and
neo-Lamarckian paradigms. Most of the books reviewed were for the academics and professionals
who formed the core base of the movement, rather than popular fare for novices or laymen.
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Figure 4-8n: An excerpt of the Eugenics’ “Who’s Who” for the October 1928 debut issue. Notice the
preponderance of insiders and academics in this issue. Other than Dr. Murphy and Rabbi Mann, the
rest were part of the “Interlocking Directorate of Eugenics” (Spiro, 2009) with Madison Grant as the
central hub and power nexus. The journal had just enough outside content and critical voices so as to
appear to be a respectable professional journal, but the paucity of ‘scientific’ criticism (opposition was
largely limited to racial or religious lines, with Jewish or Catholic clerics being the featured dissenters)
was telling by its absence, with a few exceptions to be featured in subsequent sections of this chapter.
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Figure 4-8o Four reactions to the Birthday Number, printed in the “What Readers Write” section of
the next issue of Eugenics (v1n2, p 25). All but one (Bruno Lasker) is from an insider of the AES and
Eugenics. The News and Notes section made repeated solicitations for reader reaction, whether it was
positive or negative, but the reader letters to the journal were mostly insiders preaching to the choir.
Letters tended to be self-congratulatory or self-promotional rather than pointing-out errors or making
informed criticisms of articles or editorial positions. When serious criticisms were made, it was often a
critique of outsiders or rivals that irked the eugenic partisans, but occasional letters like the one from
Bruno Lasker here, at least preserved a veneer of scientific objectivity and non-partisanship.
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Figure 4-9a: Frontispiece for the December 1928 “Religious Number” that led into Dr. Sherbon’s
article “The Preachers Part” (pp. 3-5), praising these “eugenic apostles” that evangelize eugenics to
the layman, “harmonizing science and religion,” just as Francis Galton (1904) had appealed for.
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Figure 4-9b: Opening excerpt of Dr. Sherbon’s lead article on the eugenic apostles for popular
eugenics education. The prominent role of evangelical Protestant churches in the American eugenics
movement is one of the marked contrasts between it and its British fore-bears; where most of the
post-Galton leadership were either lapsed Anglicans, luke-warm agnostics, or confirmed atheists. As
would later be elucidated by Reverend Kenneth MacArthur of the AES, ‘Progressive Protestantism’
saw no conflict between eugenics and religion, indeed, eugenics held the promise of a new Garden of
Eden for the worthy. See the “Eugenics and the Church” section in Appendix IV for the gospel truth.
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Figure 4-9c: An extensive description of the “Preacher’s Job” in evangelizing eugenics to their flocks.
Their eugenic ministry offered biological salvation for future generations of believers, now threatened
by racial degeneration, race-suicide, immoral ‘racial-poisons,’ and the other sly seductions of modern
civilization that conspired to halt racial progress for the unwary and intemperate. (p. 4, 5)
Figure 4-9f: A short announcement heralding the
availability of a newly commissioned popular
education curriculum for civic-biology minded
community and church groups, but who lacked
training or formal education in euthenics and
eugenics. Note the pitch as good sermon material
for ‘Progressive Protestant’ preachers (p. 5)
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Figure 4-9d: Part II of Dr. Sherbon’s eugenic vocations series from February 1929 (v2n2), focusing on
the elementary science teacher, and her crucial role in promoting a eugenically healthy knowledge and
understanding of the living world, heredity and family living. It also considered negative eugenics and
the economic burden of the growing dysgenic classes, whose care and upkeep these young pupils
would later inherit as adults and tax-payers. (p. 31)

Figure 4-9e: A glowing vignette of one eugenical educator’s pioneering efforts to bolster the science
curriculum from primary school to junior college with authentic life-science instruction and eugenic
idealism, culminating in a superior cohort of educated citizens and future parents. (p. 32)
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Figure 4-9g: The science writer and popularizer of heredity and its conservation, as a eugenic disciple.
It is interesting to note how Sherbon, as part of her identification with eugenics and progressive
education, decries the conservative opponent of eugenics fighting a rear-guard action against
biological and racial progress. This fervent missionary zeal of the religious leadership of the AES was
shared by many a minister, and their progressive sons and daughters who added science to their
arsenal, in their moral crusade to banish the evils of degeneracy, feeble-mindedness and race-suicide.
From the March 1929 edition of Popular Education (v2n3, p. 32).
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Figure 4-9h: Dr. Sherbon’s exposition of the important eugenic roles of the famer or animal breeder,
the agricultural scientist, and the agricultural colleges that had adopted eugenics education of late, to
do for rural human populations what scientific breeding programs did for their crops and livestock.
Among the programs Sherbon describes for the popularization of eugenic ideals and hereditary
knowledge are the “Fitter Family” and “Better Baby” contests that she helped to organize. From the
May 1929 issue of Popular Education (v2n5, p. 35).
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Figure 4-9i: Opening excerpt from Dr. Sherbon’s account of the “Fitter Families” competitions that
were popular in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Not only did these racial beauty and fecundity contests
introduce eugenics and its education to the rural masses who attended the fairs and exhibits they were
a part of, but they brought Sherbon to the notice of the AES, and eventually landed her the leadership
role on the Popular Education Committee and the leading-lady part in the journal. No other female
author had a regular department, or as many feature articles and panel appearances. From the June
1929 issue (v2n6, p. 32, 33).
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Figure 4-9j: The eugenically exemplary “Jones Family,” chosen as the poster “Fitter Family” for this
issue of Eugenics, both for its sheer size, but also for its publicized exposition in a popular masscirculation magazine devoted to family health. Dr. Sherbon also chose to pay special attention to
“Florence, second-eldest daughter,” which might have brought comfort to Jan Brady, in that later,
hipper TV poster-family for the Baby-Boom generation; the mother of whom was yet another real-life
Florence (Henderson). The Brady’s nonetheless mirrored the Anglo-Saxon large-family ideal of their
real-life precursors. From the June 1929 issue (v2n6, p. 33).
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Figure 4-9k: A demographic description of the Fitter Family winners at the Kansas Free Fair of 1929.
It includes a survey of their occupations and higher educational attainments, which was a mix of pure
and applied, academic and vocational, typical of developed rural areas in the Midwest (p. 36, 37).
Figure 4-9l: A survey of the interests and hobbies of
the winning mothers, and the “temperate habits” of
the large majority of the winners of the 1929
Kansas Free Fair. This illustrates the ongoing
importance of euthenic influences and commitment
to ‘clean-living,’ especially evident in the Midwest
and Bible-belt. As the Depression wore-on, race
and biological heredity would be diminished in
emphasis; while a commitment to family and
personal health would assume a larger role in the
‘reform eugenics’ of the 1930s and 40s. (p. 37)
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Figure 4-9m: The opening section of Sherbon’s final column for the 1920s, considering the good
works and possible failings of those eugenic disciples preaching their gospel. She also considers some
of the competitors for the hearts and minds of the lay public, in an age of increasingly complex
propaganda and lobbying for rival social-scientific paradigms and political agendas. From the
December 1929 “Woman’s Number” (p. 36, 37).
Figure 4-9n: Another excerpt of Dr. Sherbon’s
December 1929 column, considering the critical
deliberations and decisions faced by citizenlegislators in formulating laws and regulations
with eugenic and educational implications. With
the rival worldviews of environmentalists and
behaviourists to contend with; delivering the
popular gospel of eugenics gained even more in
critical importance. (p. 37)
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Figure 4-9o: An exposition of four “discrepant quotations” by rivals, opponents, proponents and
cautious allies of eugenics available to the curious layman in the popular press. In her conclusion,
Sherbon looks for a safe middle-ground or common core to make sense of these contradictory and
confusing positions, and she expresses some uncertainty as to what has been thus far been presented
as truth to the “unprepared lay mind,” and its current scientific status or educational value. (p. 36, 37)
Figure 4-9p: A plea for advice from readers as
to how to educate the uninitiated public in the
science and dogma of heredity and eugenics (p.
37). There was no later indication as to how
successful this voluntary campaign was. In any
case, Sherbon later attempted to combat the
confusion through popularization and the
formulation of a popular pedagogical program
herself, as will be explored later in this section.
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Figure 4-9q: Dr. Sherbon’s appeal for a rational approach to both eugenics and democracy in her first
Eugenics’ Symposium appearance from September 1929. (p. 29)
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Figure 4-9r – Dr. Popenoe’s answer to the
Symposium question from September 1929.
Popenoe (1888-1979) had been the editor of
the Journal of Heredity in the pre-WW I period,
before eugenics hived-off from The American
Breeder’s Association and its successor, The
American Genetics Association. It is worthwhile
noting that there were far more “eugenic
sterilizations” performed in California in the
Interwar period than any other State in the
Union (or indeed any foreign jurisdiction prior
to Nazi Germany adopting eugenics as a State
Science). A fine exemplar of Popenoe’s
repeated advocacy for surgical sterilization as a
democratic and humane boon to society and
the individual, can be found in his feature
article, “Eugenic Sterilization in California: the
Effects of Salpingectomy on the Sexual Life”
(v2n2, pp. 9-15, 22). This was one of a series
of articles or news features on the subject, and
a condensed version of his full-length book:
Sterilization for human betterment; a summary of
results of 6,000 operations in California, 1909-1929,
co-written with E.S. Gosney and first
published in 1929. Popenoe was one of the
most prolific authors and editors of the entire
American eugenics movement, later a marriage
and proto-genetics counselor, plus popular
author-educator on marriage and the family.
He was one of the few AES insiders who
made a very successful transition in the postWar drift away from eugenics as a name-brand
institution, to the family-health and planning
movements of the Baby-Boom years. He was
born in Topeka before moving to the frontier
state of California as a teen; thus sharing
Kansas as his home-state with Florence Brown
Sherbon, in addition to their memetic overlap
for family, marriage and eugenics. (v2n9, p. 28)
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Figure 4-9s: Dr. Sherbon’s second appearance in the Eugenics’ Symposium, alongside the top AES
leadership and Ivy-League panel of academics. Sherbon was one of very few women featured on
Symposium panels not specifically devoted to ‘women’s issues.’ (p. 100)

Figure 4-9t: More excerpts of Dr. Sherbon’s response (p. 102). She expresses modest contrition for
overzealous eugenics’ advocates, but also castigates the arm-chair critics who snipe from the sidelines
while others do the essential work of reforming society on a more rational-scientific basis. The last
paragraph of her response is as close to an overt acceptance of euthenics and environmental reforms
as any insider of the AES expressed in the pages of Eugenics, cloaked in Christian service to mankind.
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Figure 4-10a: Dr. Sherbon’s letter of introduction for S. Wayne Evans in the March 1930 Eugenics,
along with a brief description of his impending duties and responsibilities for the AES. Evans was the
first full-time Eugenics staff-member to be hired for a particular program area, relieving AES executive
secretary Leon Whitney from many of his former responsibilities for popular education outreach and
public exhibition duties. Refer to Evans’ feature article on being a travelling tutor and hereditarian
hawker, in the “Eugenics on Parade” part of “A Representative Trio of Eugenics Education Articles”
in Appendix IV, representing the role of popular eugenics education. (p. 115, 116)
Mr. Evans can also be seen as a poster-boy for the promise of graduate education in eugenics. He
went on to edit the full-length book Organized Eugenics (1931), published by the AES just as the
worsening Depression shut the doors of the Galton Publishing Company, and sent the American
movement into a period of dormancy.
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Figure 4-10b: Sherbon’s commitment to the family as the basic unit of the race and American
society; along with an initial, tentative program for family-based eugenics education (p. 115, 116).
This initial program would be updated and refined in future issues, in concert with Mr. Evans and
the newly reconstituted Popular Education Committee. See end of this section for the final
program for Popular education in eugenics.
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Figure 4-10c: A photo-op for Paul Popenoe and the new Family Relations Institute, as first published in
the Los Angeles Herald, and republished in News and Notes for the May 1930 “Population Number”
(p. 194). Pay close attention to the title of the pedigree chart in the center of the photo. Although
pedigree charts were long a staple in the eugenics movement, this particular one would not have been
featured in the White South, or likely even the North-East Seaboard, at this time. But on the
cosmopolitan West-Coast in 1930, it functions as a poignant illustration of a first flowering of
“reform eugenics” (Kevles, 2004, Chapter XI); which still displayed the explicit hereditarian
worldview of earlier eugenics, but was trying to banish the overt racism of the Galton Society and the
Nordicist strain of eugenics.

Figure 4-10e: Sherbon’s admission of the messiness of new research in genetics that challenged prior
eugenic dogma. She then attempts to translate the basic ideas of gene theory to plug the holes of
previous eugenic doctrine, and thus formulate a new worldview order and coherent paradigm in a
period of “revolutionary science,” decades before Kuhnian explanations became fashionable.
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Figure 4-10f: Dr. Sherbon’s popular explanation of chromosomes and gene theory, as modified from
T. H. Morgan’s recently updated The Theory of the Gene (1928). (p. 235, 236)

Figure 4-10g: The conclusion of part II of Dr. Sherbon’s exposition of gene theory for the layman, in
the August 1930 edition of Popular Education. Her middle-of-the-road ideological stance is
accompanied by an abiding faith in progress and scientific advance, while holding to time-tested
biblical traditions and eugenic wisdom. (p. 317)
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Figure 4-10h: An explanation of the “Chemistry of Heredity” that posited the origin of living things in
the distant past. But unlike Haldane’s or Oparin’s atheistic worldview (or Richard Dawkins’ own later
efforts at being a scientific popularizer in the age of ‘selfish memes’), Sherbon would have the Creator
of all things directing these chemical reactions and the evolution of the earliest forms of life. (p. 356)

Figure 4-10i: The metaphorical conclusion of Sherbon’s look at the chemistry of heredity from the
biochemical-psychology of the cell; and looking forward to the sociological-philosophical pattern of
organization of the human organism in the next installment of her multi-disciplinary disciple series.
(p. 357)
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Figure 4-10j: The “long jump” between isolated chemicals and genes to the full flowering of creation,
represented by the human organism, as elucidated by some of the pioneers of social-biology, before
this area became a recognized academic-hybrid of eugenics, biological and social science in America.
Notice the citation of AES executive secretary Leon Whitney’s latest book. (p. 436)

Figure 4-10k: Humour with a eugenic message in the November 1930 Popular Education. The power
of comics to convey eugenic memes was expanded to a full-page of un-funny funnies in the first and
only issue of People Magazine. Refer to the “End of Eugenics” section in Appendix IV for a detailed look
at this eugenic one-off and attempted ‘Hail Mary-pass’ to the mainstream magazine market. (p. 438)
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Figure 4-10l: Sherbon’s string of quotes from
R.M. Ogden’s Psychology and Education (1926), as
used to provide an introduction to Gestalt
psychology for the layman. The citation
standards for Eugenics were rather relaxed, but
she does provide a curt footnote for the author,
title and publisher to allow interested readers to
consult for themselves. Ogden may have been an
ordinary AES member, but was not a Eugenics
contributor or part of the leadership. He would,
however, have been a colleague of Edward
Thorndike of Columbia, who was an active
member of the Popular Education Committee,
and a prolific author in the same general area of
scholarship. (p. 475)

Figure 4-10m: H. S. Jennings’ cautious
quoted endorsement of the “theory of
emergent evolution” that united genetic,
physiologic, psychological and educational
research into a harmonious holistic Gestalt.
But he also warns against making dogmatic
conclusions before experimental validation.
Though Jennings supported eugenics for its
social utility (Barkan, 1992), he criticized the
Nordicist strain for its outdated genetics
and unscientific racial doctrines. (p. 476)

Figure 4-10n: Sherbon’s conclusions and call to action after her five-part series for the Eugenics’
layman (p. 476). The last sentence takes an ecological view of science research and calls for
interdisciplinary cooperation for the common goals of eugenics amongst all practitioners in the field.
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Figure 4-10p: Two very revealing excerpts at the end of Sherbon’s December 1930 Popular Education
column (p. 477). Between these two vignettes there is little evidence of any profound change of heart
or mind among the traditional exponents of eugenics in light of new scientific research or emerging
social-Gestalt changes. Instead, the hard-line hereditarian doctrine seems to be preserved in an
undiminished and unapologetic state, with the ongoing blessing and collaboration of Nature and the
Establishment.
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Figure 4-10q: Sherbon’s opening moves in countering the charges of doctrinal errors and overt bias in
eugenic “propaganda” levelled by Dr. Raymond Pearl; as well as her critical counterattack to Pearl’s
righteous indignation, regarding the dissemination gap between recent scientific advances and lagging
eugenical educational dogma. (p. 477)
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Figure 4-10r: Dr. Sherbon’s response to Raymond Pearl’s charges of propagandizing and dogmatic
adherence in the face of current facts (p. 37, 38). Note the parallel to Luther’s ideas that laymen can
discover their own meaning and truth in God’s Word, without the expert intervention and enforced
interpretation of the anointed Clergy.

Figure 4-10t: A betrayal of Sherbon’s previous commitment to a new mindful missionary spirit in
translating the latest scientific truth to popular pedagogy for the eugenically-inclined layman. (p. 39)
This condensation of Professor Baker’s radio address to the masses contains many of the racial and
class biases and scientific over-simplifications critiqued by Dr. Pearl in his 1928 pamphlet.
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Figure 4-10u: Contents page for the last issue of Eugenics (Feb. 1931). It marks the end of some
regular departments (like Popular Education) that would not make an appearance in the new People;
which would only survive for its debut issue before dying a sudden death as a sickly newborn infant.
Despite the hopeful optimism of “The Birthday Number,” the lean environmental conditions
imposed by the deepening Depression led to Eugenics’ extinction after only 29-months of life.
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Figure 4-10v: The preamble, scope, goals, and mission of the latest AES program for formal and
popular education going into the future. Note how it assumes a growing and evolving comprehensive
system, but finally admits in the last sentence these objectives are limited by personnel and money, the
latter of which was the definite limiting factor in the fate of the journal and the movement. (p. 77)
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Figure 4-10w: The final five-point plan for expanding formal and popular education in eugenics to
younger students, families and community groups. Although most of these suggestions are more
aimed at conceptual preparation in the biological sciences, they also cultivate and fertilize the mental
soil for eugenic memes to be planted later. (p. 77)
Points III, IV and V leave open the possibility of recruiting top-tier eugenic experts to address “racialsocial” issues in their own words, without mediation by amateurs or poorly prepared school teachers.
This same strategy was employed in the PSSC physics program, through the prodigious efforts of elite
experts to develop curricula and the next generation of teaching aids, including films and ‘teaching
machines,’ to enlist the next generation of American scientists and engineers in response to the latest
great crisis (the Cold War) that faced the Nation.
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Figure 4-11a: The opening for the second installment of Eugenical Institutions, in November 1928
(pp. 16-19). It features a glowing vignette of a newly repurposed graduate department of Harvard
University. This article focused on the eugenic activities of two AES insiders, genetics professors East
and Castle (see photo and mini-biography of Professor East below).
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Figure 4-11c: The grand edifice of the “Cathedral of Learning” at the University of Pittsburgh, the
academic home of biology professor, pioneering eugenics instructor, author and AES insider Roswell
H. Johnson. He is introduced in the opening paragraph, as shown in the inset at upper left (p. 20).
Professor Johnson also did yeoman duty editing the regular Legislation department for Eugenics, and
he later became President of the AES. Note the transfer of Johnson’s undergraduate eugenics course
from the Zoology department to Sociology, as per Galton’s vision of this vital human science. (p. 21)
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Figure 4-11d: Two of the eugenic luminaries of the University of Wisconsin featured in the December
1928 issue of Eugenics (p. 17). Their activities are highlighted in the accompanying text (below),
including their contributions to formal, popular and professional eugenics education. (p. 16)
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AND

Figure 4-12a: Praise for the editors of the
regular departments of Eugenics, including
University of Pittsburgh biology and
geology professor Roswell Johnson as
editor of the Legislation department (p. 24).
Johnson would take an active, regular role
as editor and contributor to Eugenics, and
had already served a term as AES President
(1926-27), during the year that it was
officially incorporated. Johnson had
apprenticed under Dr. Charles Davenport
at Cold Spring Harbor (1905-08) and joined
the faculty at Pittsburgh in 1912. He would
eventually join his old partner and coauthor Paul Popenoe in California at the
Institute of Family Relations, launching a new
career as a eugenical marriage counselor
until 1956 (Engs, 2005, 125). (See the
previous Eugenical Institutions and Popular
Education sections for more on this
institution and Paul Popenoe.)

Figure 4-11b: Who’s Who bio-brief for
Francis Kinnicutt in the January 1929 issue
that was devoted to immigration patterns
and various restriction efforts. Kinnicutt
took over as editor of the Immigration
department from Ward in May 1929,
remaining in that position until the end of
the journal in early 1931.
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Figure 4-12c: First page of the November 1928 Symposium from the “Election Issue” (p. 25). Note
Democrat nominee Alfred Smith’s curt response and polite rebuttal of the hereditarian worldview.
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Figure 4-12d: The second page of the November 1928 Eugenics Symposium (p. 26). Although GOP
vice-presidential nominee Senator Curtis seems to be a bit more sympathetic to the hereditarian
paradigm when it comes to what makes the man, it is certainly a tepid endorsement that is as noncommittal as most presidential candidates would endorse, up to the campaign of Donald J. Trump.
Note also Huntington’s effusive praise of Quakers as a fine eugenic stock of native-Americans and
their propensity to rise to leadership positions in America. Compare this with his feature article “The
Next Revolution” covered in the earlier section on the debut issue of Eugenics, which lamented the
poor heredity and low racial quality of the teeming masses of non-Nordics crowding into New York’s
working-class boroughs. As immigrants the highly selected Quakers and Puritans were seen as the
eugenic-cream of America in its pre-Revolutionary heyday of the founding Nordic forefathers. This is
about as close to a succinct and explicit expression of WASP superiority as Eugenics ever offered.
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Figure 4-12e: A summary report of the agenda of the AES Immigration Committee (p. 30). Note the
predecessors of this report predate the incorporation of the AES in 1926, but like Chairman Madison
Grant, the august members of this committee were either members of the Galton Society, the
Immigration Restriction League, or other parts of the “interlocking directorate” (Spiro, 2009).
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Figure 4-12f: A summary of the State and Federal agendas for the AES Legislation Committee (p. 29).
They include both modest ‘positive eugenics’ measures and sweeping ‘negative eugenics’ provisions.
Note also the overlap with immigration in the federal program, as personified by Roswell Johnson.
Having these goals translated into legislative reality required political activism and lobbying at both the
National and State levels, which necessitated recruiting local disciples to the cause across America.
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Figure 4-12g: Contents page for the first Eugenics devoted to a variety of related immigration issues.
It marked the only appearance of Madison Grant (other than a couple innocuous letters in “What
Readers Write”); and the first appearances of fellow committee members Kinnicutt, C.M. Goethe,
Lucien Howe, U.S. Labor Secretary James Davis (the chief bureaucrat responsible for immigration);
and Congressman Albert Johnson (R), sponsor of the Immigration Act that bears his name. The only
exception and ‘outsider’ was Rabbi Louis Newman, in a passionate plea to abandon WASP elitism.
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Figure 4-12h: Bio-briefs for the contributors to the Immigration Number (p. 41). In no other issue
was there such a high concentration of top-level insiders. But even the author, as a budding ‘eugenics
expert,’ had to consult Spiro (2009) and other secondary sources to see all the intimate connections.
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Figure 4-12i: The top section of the first two responses to the forum on the ‘National Origins’
provision, which was to replace the 1890 Census as the baseline year for the immigration quotas from
those European nations with a significant American presence. It did not cover nations in the Western
Hemisphere (of which Mexico was the primary concern), but immigration from other continents was
almost negligible, other than from the Philippines as a relatively new American possession. (p. 20)
In these two panellists, we have the Republican Congressman who sponsored the restriction bill that
bore his name, and the Immigration editor for the journal, himself a wily veteran of the cause.
Although Karl Popper had not yet made a philosophical case for the negative hypothesis in critical
experiments to test the validity of a theory, this Symposium question is a negative hypothesis designed
to prove that the controversial scheme for rationalizing immigration restriction along eugenic lines is
not only valid but the most logical long-term solution to maintaining the racial status quo for Nordics.
That is, if it should ever gain the necessary congressional support to pass into law. That would come
later in the year, after months of political maneuvering and futile filibustering on the part of opposing
Democrats and their allies.
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Figure 4-12j: Right-side of the centerfold with Madison Grant’s and Lucien Howe’s responses (p. 21).
The small block at bottom-left belongs to Ward, and the bottom-right block belongs to Grant.
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Figure 4-12k: The final conclusion of Grant’s forum response, complete with a hint of further “drastic
cuts,” and even a ‘final solution’ demanded by “disgusted native Americans.” It is one of the longest
Symposium responses and one of the most unequal in terms of space, a ‘hidden curriculum’ signifier
of Grant’s prominence in the movement, as the memetic ‘wizard’ behind the curtain. (p. 22)
Readers today, who are not familiar with the prevailing ‘scientific racism’ of the American eugenics
movement of this time, may not appreciate that this rhetoric (and this is quite tame in comparison to
some of Grant’s published writings) could be used in a supposed ‘professional journal,’ without being
taken to task by the mainstream media, the academic community, or the public. But this expression,
while extreme, even by today’s ‘Trumpian’ standards, and by no means universal, was the de facto
standard for the AES at the time; so that when a journal reader of that time read these passages, they
would not have been shocked or scandalized by the content. And when the other forum participants
and contributing authors essentially mimic and reinforce Grant’s central themes and rationales, they
formed a united front and a template for future discourse on these subjects in the journal. Very few
readers outside the central operation would have realized that the mission, vision and goals presented
by Grant and his coterie of insiders, were orchestrated, conducted and enforced by the relatively small
but extremely influential “interlocking directorate of eugenics” (Spiro, 2009).
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Figure 4-12l: A one-page recapitulation of
Madison Grant’s racial immigration restriction
doctrine (p. 304). Instead, Ward substitutes the
more racially-camouflaged wisdom of Galton,
Pearson, Stoddard and Wood; all of whom were
staunch Nordicists and quite compatible with
Madison Grant’s Weltanschauung. The paragraph at
top right is also quite evocative of Henry Fairfield
Osborn’s preface to Grant’s Passing of the Great Race
(1916). Ward advocates for the same rational
evaluation of Immigration Policy on a sound
racial-science footing, as Grant had provided for
History and Ethnology in his seminal text. (See
section on Grant and his Passing in Appendix I).
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Figure 4-12m: Secretary Davis’s lead article in the first issue of 1929, at the end of the ‘Roaring 20s’
and the year of the market crash that spawned the Great Depression (pp. 3-5). Davis provides a flurry
of statistical data worthy of any current Republican candidate in a Southern-border State. The now
infamous current Republican President of the United States wishes he could publicly enunciate such a
coherent and comprehensive immigration policy in 2016.
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Figure 4-12n: American immigration statistics
for 1928 (p. 4). Canada was the main source
nation (25%), followed by Mexico. Thus with
European quotas in effect, immigration from
these two book-end nations nearly equal the
numbers entering America from all of Europe
combined. This starkly compares to just over a
million people just from Europe in 1921, the
year the first emergency restriction quotas were
put in place, and still less than the peak just
before World War I. Mexico became an
increasingly popular target for restriction, as will
be seen in subsequent articles from this special
issue. Canadians, especially WASPs from
Ontario, were warmly welcomed by the AES,
with the notable exception of French-Canadian
Catholics congregating in New England.
Figure 4-12o: Secretary Davis’ expression of
the mission of his Federal Service to achieve a
“100 per cent selective” human input (p. 4).
Davis could not have imagined how far others
would extend his ideas on immigration control
and deportation; and finally to concentration
and elimination in the ultimate expression of
racial selection. But that quantum leap required
uniting the State, the Party, and the entire
professional bureaucracy into a synergistic unit,
which was to be banally, brutally and efficiently
executed by the Nazi Party’s private army (the
Totenkopf SS and SS Einsatzgruppen).

Figure 4-12q: An infamous poster from Nazi-occupied Poland (circa
1941). The translation is essentially: “Jews are Lice – They spread
Typhus.” The link between infectious diseases, especially typhus, and
“Jewish-Bolshevism” had already acquired a mythos or legend even
before the Nazi rise to power. Delousing or sanitation stations all along
the eastern frontier in WW I, were used to treat refugees, returning
German soldiers and other personnel to prevent the worst contagious
diseases from reaching the Second Reich. The Army doctors and other
public health service medical personnel involved developed many of the
chemicals, technics and procedures that were later used in the Nazi
extermination camps. The motivation of delousing showers was even
used to lure the victims to their deaths with Zyclon B in the gas chambers.
See Weindling (2000), Epidemics & Genocide in Eastern Europe, 1890-1945,
for this dire memetic linkage of epidemics & pesticides to genocide.
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Figure 4-12p: The opening page of C. M. Goethe’s screed against Mexican Amerinds (p. 6). This kind
of overt racial-scapegoating would have seemed rather shocking and politically incorrect in California
in recent decades, at least until the rise of the Alt-Right and their new ‘America First’ political
champion made race-baiting against Mexicans and other racial out-groups a ‘patriotic act’ again.
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Figure 4-12s: A picture by the author of a “rude hut,” typifying the ramshackle dwellings constructed
around the mining camps or shanty towns of Southern California by Mexican Amerind “peons.” (p. 8)

Figure 4-12t: The startling data and future projections for the racial future of California, which
somehow combines the demographic doom of Malthus, with the tragic symbolism of Maeterlinck.
It ends in a final poetic appeal to close the back-door left open by the unfinished act of immigration
restriction that slowed the flood of non-Nordics from Europe, but left their racial inferiors free to
cross into America directly, in almost unrestricted numbers. (p. 9)
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Figure 4-12u: The opening section of Paul Popenoe’s quantitative thesis on the stark differential birthrate of immigrant women versus the growing sterility of genteel WASP women in the biological-racial
struggle for existence in modern America. This is but the latest in a long tradition of articles in various
eugenical publications exhorting Nordic women to again fulfill their racial duty as prolific breeders of
the finest types of Americans, rather than surrendering the biological battle to the ‘new immigrants’
that threaten to replace them with less desirable types. Popenoe also expresses some relief that the
immigration balance has switched back to favour North-Western Europe, in other words back to a
Nordic bias, although this does not eliminate the problem of differential fecundity among other
immigrant groups that have not adopted birth-control and smaller families like the old-stock. (p. 23)
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Figure 4-12v: A data table illustrating the
mortality rates of various ethnic groups living
in the densely populated Eastern Seaboard of
the United States (p. 24). This differential
mortality among recent immigrants acts to
suppress their higher differential fecundity, but
does not alter the trend, even in second or
subsequent generations; especially for
Catholics or other groups for whom
contraception is either anathema or not
practiced due to factors that are beyond the
raw data to discern. This kind of statistical
precision was very important for ‘evidencebased’ eugenicists and restrictionists. It was a
vital tool for the AES Committee on Selective
Immigration (chaired by Madison Grant) to
lobby for tighter restriction measures and
racial tracking-data of new immigrants, via the
Federal Census. This potent statistical tool
would be the subject of a feature article in the
March 1929 issue on the Eugenical uses of the
Census, covered later in this section.

Figure 4-12w: Data tables for the differential fecundity of “foreign-born white” versus “Native white”
mothers, and showing the gap in family size between Catholics (Poles and French Canadians) versus
more traditional ‘old-stock’ WASP immigrants (Scotch and English) for the first and second
generations. This differential fecundity, both for native-American and immigrant WASP women
pointed to a continued decline of the WASP demographic majority, and portended eventual racesuicide of Nordics in America, just as Goethe had done for the State of California. (p. 24)
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Figure 4-12y: Popenoe’s summary of the current racial situation in America, ending with an optimistic
appraisal for “progressive evolution” and the future of the Great Race, under the present restriction
regime. Although it lacks the overt Nordicist terminology of C.M. Goethe from his article, or
Madison Grant from his Symposium response, it is quite evident that they all share the same racial
worldview and overall legislative goals. (p. 26)
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Figure 4-13a: The opening page of Kinnicutt’s report on the present status of immigration legislation
in the new Republican administration of Herbert Hoover, during the “short session,” after the
presidential election of the previous fall. The major issue was the enactment of the controversial and
twice delayed National Origins clause, which was to go into effect in July 1929. (p. 27)
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Figure 4-13b: A brief tribute to the lead Senate
champion of the AES and immigration
restrictionists (p. 28). Reed was a close colleague and
friend to both Congressman Albert C. Johnson(R),
and Roswell H. Johnson (Pittsburgh eugenics
professor, editor of the Legislation department, and
co-author of Applied Eugenics with Paul Popenoe).
Reed was the Senate sponsor of the 1924 Bill that
bore his name, and was the leader of the Republican
Party faction that finally defeated further delays or
proposed substantive amendments to the National
Origins clause. This clause finally put the desired
conservation of Nordics in America on a
‘permanent’ (until 1965), almost unassailable basis
(Spiro, 2009, 230-233). Interestingly enough, Reed is
not listed among Spiro’s catalogue of the
“Interlocking Directorate of Scientific Racism”
(Appendix D), unlike both of the Johnsons. With
this last major victory, further substantive restriction
measures were not forthcoming until the final days
of the journal, and its one-off successor People.
In the interim there was plenty of political jousting
and sparring that would fill many issues of Eugenics,
just as it does today on FOX News and similar
media outlets across America and elsewhere.

Figure 4-13c: The stirring conclusion of Kinnicutt’s report on Immigration in Congress. Notice the
fundamental appeal to defend American democracy, language and culture in the face of external and
insidious threats; which might have fit into Donald Trump’s retro-crusade to “Make America Great
Again.” The last paragraph at highlights the next hurdle for the AES and its advocates. (p. 29)
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Figure 4-13d: Opening page of Rabbi Newman’s attack on the disruptive force of “race-prejudice”
and praise for the uniting force of cultural assimilation in the American “melting-pot,” as coined by
playwright and prominent Zionist, Israel Zangwill. This meme was the subject of his popular play by
the same name (see Figure 4-12f on page 71) that debuted in New York in 1909. (p. 10)
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Figure 4-13e: Newman’s impassioned plea against the rampant race-prejudice exhibited by the
exclusionary admission policies of the elite private colleges and universities of the Eastern Seaboard.
He argues these discriminatory practices are actually counterproductive to the project of cultural
assimilation and the efficient operation of the melting-pot, resulting in strong defense mechanisms
and formation of separate ethnic ghettos, especially in the long-settled big cities of the East. (p. 11)
Figure 4-13f – Front cover
of the playbill for the 1916
production of Israel
Zangwill’s ode to “The
Melting Pot” that served as a
theatrical counter-point to
D.W. Griffith’s silent-film
“The Birth of a Nation”
(1915 – at right), which had
worked wonders for KKK
recruitment and NativistNordicist solidarity the year
before.
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Figure 4-13g: Rabbi Newman’s sermon on the power of intermarriage to dissolve racial or religious
barriers that acted in the past to reduce assimilation, and he offers historical evidence of the process
among older waves of “American Jewry,” though he admits that even in his own faith community
“the public opinion of the strong resident racial groups opposes it.” (p. 12, 13)

Figure 4-13h: Newman’s far-reaching thesis for
religion as a last bastion of racial-cultural
identity within a homogenously fused national
entity of neo-Lamarckian transformation. (p. 14)
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Figure 4-13i: The first photo of new arrivals to Ellis Island, within plain sight of the Statue of Liberty,
iconized in Israel Zangwill’s “Melting Pot” playbill shown earlier. Compared to the Afghan, Libyan, Iraqi
and especially Syrian refugees now streaming into neighboring countries, or attempting dangerous sea
voyages to obtain refuge in Europe, these arrivals are travelling in luxury. The caption also hails the
administrative advantage of having immigrants pre-screened in their nation of origin. A lack of those same
inspectors, consular officials, and other bureaucratic infrastructure was the biggest secular obstacle to
handling the massive exodus and diaspora of displaced people and refugees in this latest crisis. But in
terms of political motivations to either help or exclude the Muslim refugees of 2015-16, the arguments pro
and con are still similar to those presented in Newman’s article. But today, overt scientific racism (and
anti-Semitism against Jews) has been replaced by a cruder, underground racism (and anti-Semitism against
Muslims) that still thrives around the world, even in the most highly industrialized nations. (p. 12)
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Figure 4-13j: The assimilative conclusion and final passionate appeal for the return to an American
open-door policy for immigration, trusting in the neo-Lamarckian “metamorphosis” of new
immigrants into “Americans of the highest-order.” Such positive comments about immigration and
assimilation would be political suicide for American politicians today, as Hillary Clinton discovered to
her dismay in the presidential campaign of 2016. (p. 15)
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Figure 4-13l: Eugenic news from New Zealand
via London and the Journal of the American
Medical Association, hailing the introduction of
the first attempt at a Eugenic Sterilization Law
in that British Dominion, and pondering similar
discussions in Wales. The province of Alberta
had just passed its first voluntary statute, and
would soon seek to add a compulsory Act, just
as queried at the end of this excerpt. (p. 40)

Figure 4-13m: Partial Table of Contents for the Census Number, showing the articles dedicated to
this topic, and at least hinting at the implications for eugenics and racial-hygiene in America.
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Figure 4-13n: One of two pictures in the Census Number showing ‘new technology’ used by the long
row of clerks to record the vital statistics of all American citizens. The wooden boxes shown hold the
punched cards from the IBM tabulating machines recently purchased by the Census Bureau. (p. 9)

Figure 4-13o: An ethnographic data-table
showing the ethnic composition of the 1928
U.S. Senate, from Leon Whitney’s article on
immigration. Other than the Irish, the vast
majority of the Senators represented good
Nordic stock, with nary a blemish of non-White
ancestry, save a single senator with some remote
American Indian heritage. (p. 11)
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Figure 4-13p: Comparing the “mongrels” (non-WASP immigrants or former slaves) to the Nordic
“purebreds” that built and civilized America. This meme of Nordics purebreds needing preservation
from race-mixing with inferior stocks recurred in Eugenics throughout its production run. (p. 14, 15)

Figure 4-13s: Final section of Ward’s argument for a return to the long-standing American policy to
restrict immigration to immigrants who could be easily assimilated and shared common values. (p 35)
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Figure 4-13t: The June 1929 Immigration column portraying the ongoing battle over the National
Origins provisions as a battle between big-business, represented by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce;
versus the American Legion and a hundred “patriotic organizations.” Note the questionnaire at the
end, inviting readers to get involved in this patriotic exercise in direct democracy; one of the best
examples of the political advocacy and lobbying function of Eugenics. (p. 34)
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Figure 4-13u: The first-page of Francis Kinnicutt’s celebratory editorial on the great victory of the
long-delayed enactment of the National Origins clause that completed the Johnson-Reed Immigration
Restriction Act of 1924. Detailed statistics were provided by the victorious Senator Reed. (p. 34)
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Figure 4-13v: 2nd page of the July 1929 editorial. Note Kinnicutt’s tribute to Madison Grant and
scoring of the relative gains vs. losses in Nordic immigration, mirroring Grant’s prior appraisal. (p. 35)
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Figure 4-14a: A report from the field by an AES member from Arkansas, critiquing the success of a
recent ballot initiative to ban the teaching of evolution in public schools. It is interesting to note this
measure did not curtail teaching eugenics in civic-biology or college courses, even though neoDarwinism was a major pillar of eugenics. But social-Darwinism (under the euphemism of racial
segregation or social castes) did not have the same atheist stigma in the Bible-belt, when applied to
heredity of the unfit or of dysgenic races. (p. 40)
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Figure 4-14b: A typical exemplar of the kind of State-level coverage of proposed eugenic legislation, in
this case Iowa, which had previously balked from putting such measures to a vote. (p. 37)
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Figure 4-14c: An even half-dozen samples of eugenic legislative news reported in the June 1929 issue,
spanning the nation from West to East, and North to South. Even though it contained a mix of
victories and defeats for the cause, it seemed to herald a new quickening of eugenic action in America,
shortly before the great economic crash suppressed further gains for the AES agenda. (p. 31)
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The End of Eugenics and the Lone Issue of People

Figure 4-14d: The first anniversary editorial for Eugenics, hailing its growth and the excellent pedigree
of authors, editors; as well as celebrating the birth of the “Galton Publishing Company.” (p. 35)
In a mere 18 months, the journal would end its production run, and even retooling into a popular
magazine (People, April 1931) was not enough to staunch the red-ink and forestall the end of the line
for the AES’s literary memetic-vehicle for popular evangelization of eugenics. People died suddenly
after one issue, as detailed later in this section.
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Figure 4-14e: The announcement in January 1931 of “a merger” of two separate Eugenics’ departments
into a new scientific field: “Larithmics,” as coined and briefly explicated by current AES and future
ASA president, Henry P. Fairchild (p. 34, 35). One has to doubt whether the journal would take the
trouble to make this change if they knew it would be the second-last edition of the department, unless
the word “henceforth” as used above means a case of two. The journal was never fully comfortable
with the term “birth control,” as it also technically included abortion or infanticide, which American
eugenicists were firmly opposed to at this time, as well as attracting the ire of Catholics, especially
once Pope Pius XI imposed his new ‘Encyclical’ upon the masses, as will be delved into shortly.
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Figure 4-14f: A portion of the final installment of Larithmics, celebrating the effectiveness of the
“propaganda for birth control” from a quantitative aspect, but forecasting a need for greater quality
control by the further application of eugenical science. It also hails the predictive power of scientific
demographics, as practiced by Fairchild and his Yale colleague Ellsworth Huntington, among others
centrally involved in the eugenics movement. It also praises the success of public health and other
euthenic measures in reducing mortality in America and Canada. (p. 71, bordered insert from p. 29.)
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Figure 4-14g: Two short pieces in the last edition of Larithmics, still advocating WASP superiority and
noting the failure by the bottom tiers of society to live within their means. (p. 71, 72)
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Figure 4-14h: The last Legislation column from the February 1931 swansong issue of Eugenics. (p. 73)
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Figure 4-14i: The last editorial of Eugenics, optimistic as always (p. 67). It clearly speaks of the growth
needed to transform eugenics in America from a cause célèbre of the academic-professional elite to a
mainstream movement. This editorial informs the base of those needed changes in reassuring tones.
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Figure 4-15a: Front cover of the first and only issue of People magazine, perhaps representing faithful
Catholics in St. Peter’s Square, eagerly awaiting the official pontifications of Pius XI on marriage, the
family and birth control. But closer inspection reveals it to be a composite photo, and the distinctive
Nordic head-shape and the lack of any women or nuns shows it is actually a relatively small crowd of
American WASP men; making it a perfect metaphor for the declining fortunes of the Eugenics cause.
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Figure 4-15b: Inside front cover of People, carrying over the tradition from Eugenics of showing the
officers, directors and advisory council of the AES; something you would not find in Life or Liberty.
At least half the august members had penned articles, appeared in the Symposia, or were the subjects
of News and Notes or other departments of Eugenics. Only a privileged few were to be featured in People.
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Figure 4-15c: The header and footer of the inside title and contents page. Other than the change in
the title, and the dropping of ‘race-betterment’ from the subtitle, the right-side of the page is basically
the same as Eugenics, but with slightly smaller fonts and images of the Galton medal. (p. 1)
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Figure 4-15d: The contents section of the first page, magnified for detail. Moving to a larger page
format while reducing the type-size for text, along with an increased page-count would have allowed
substantially more content to fit into each issue, including more photos, had People lasted. (p. 1)
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Figure 4-15e: The left-third of the first page of People listed the contributing authors for the issue,
replacing the full-page Eugenics’ Who’s Who of the old journal. The type-size is only 8 or 9-point, likely
causing some readers to dig-out their magnifying glasses to be able to read the text. Whether veteran
readers would have been pleased with such changes, or saw the reduced text-size as offering more
value for the same price is unknown, as they never got a chance to respond. I suspect some ruffledfeathers would have resulted among the ‘old-stock’ AES members, prompting a few angry letters.
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Figure 4-15f: The editorial-page for the premiere of People (p. 16). It emphasizes the expanded focus
on popular education for the layman, while maintaining the scientific rigor and authority of its parent.
Like the Birthday Number of Eugenics in October 1928, it forecasts a long and fruitful life for the new
baby, even promising an extra issue to subscribers in compensation for the missing March Eugenics.
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Figure 4-15g: A panoramic view of the People premiere of the popular eugenics Symposium, moved to
the leading position in the new magazine. Consistent with People’s new popularization mission, it now
includes numerous stock photos from a popular service to capture the attention of lay readers.
Whether this added visual appeal would impress the core-base of the readership is debatable, and it
must be balanced against the continued practice of continuing articles as stubs at the end in very small
type (the last two pages of this issue). This was something that perturbed readers had denounced
several times through the production run of Eugenics. Some things, it seems, never change. (p. 2, 3)
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Figure 4-15h: Two Yale social-science colleagues argue for the eugenic application of hereditarian
principles into the proposal for a Federally-funded family allowance system, coming out of the 1930
White House Conference (p. 2, 3). A universal ‘baby bonus,’ regardless of any eugenic merit, became
the thin-edge of the depression-socialism wedge (The New Deal) that discarded long-term, selective,
eugenic solutions in favour of immediate, universal, euthenic interventions. It also helped to spawn
the ‘Welfare State’ so detested by vocal conservatives, as exemplified by ‘Archie Bunker’ and explicitly
cited in the classic theme-song: Those Were the Days. But that revisionist ditty fails to blame Hoover
(“looks like we could use a man like Herbert Hoover again”) as the architect; instead it linked him to a
bygone golden-era when “everybody pulled his weight” and “we didn’t need no Welfare State.” This
halcyon bygone-era is a period evoked by the revisionist Trump mantras: ‘America First’ (a
catchphrase originally coined in the 1920s, and his main stump-slogan: ‘Make America Great Again.’
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Figure 4-15i: An excerpt of the full-page ‘Frontispiece’ briefly highlighting a more eugenically-oriented
family-allowance scheme instituted by the French government, in the reoccupied city of Strasbourg in
Alsace province (p. 4). It should be recalled that this region had been taken as war-booty by Imperial
Germany in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 (and previously taken by Napoleon’s forces half-acentury before that). We are not told whether the “Ungemach” (a German name) company’s scheme
was fully voluntary, or if it was part of the aggressive post-war reparations system that extracted huge
sums from the Weimar Republic (or in this case a formerly German business-concern); or if there was
any preference given to “French” families. The highly subsidized house rents would have provided a
powerful incentive for procreation, while the stipulation of “perfect health” would have been a ersatz
euphemism for eugenic merit. In any case, the German’s would have made some ‘adjustments’ to the
program when they returned in May 1940, and by the Winter of 1944-45 these houses would have
been reduced to rubble, as this region was very bitterly contested by Hitler’s Wehrmacht before they
finally retreated after the ‘Battle of the Bulge.’ War-losses continued to have a much larger effect on
European racial demographics than American eugenics.
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Figure 4-15j: The title-page for Roswell Johnson’s cover story on the Vatican’s new Encyclical: “On
Chaste Marriage,” and its foreboding implications for eugenics in America. Johnson makes some
attempts to be courteous and nonpartisan in his description and analysis of the Vicar of Christ’s
clarification of Roman Catholic doctrine; but he also preemptively dismisses it as an “ultraconservative” minority-report, before cataloging the ‘scientific’ errors of the new document. (p. 5)
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Figure 4-15m: A stock photo illustrating the harsh discipline and austere traditions of Carmelite nuns
(p. 6). The full habits and face-veils worn here serve as a good historical analogue to the Niqab debate
that allowed xenophobic attitudes from the ‘old-stock’ base to influence the 2015 Canadian Federal
election campaign for a few critical weeks, and then collided with the fierce debate over Syrian
refugees. This debate still rages online with the same intensity many months later, especially after
newly inaugurated President Donald Trump instituted his promised ‘Muslim Ban’ in early 2017.

Figure 4-15p: The conclusion of Roswell Johnson’s analysis and eugenical critique of the Encyclical
(p. 9). His wildly incorrect prediction of its quick demise or revision was instead visited upon the
AES’s attempt to merge popular eugenics education with popular infotainment in the American Lifestyle. Instead of the Church’s message alienating luke-warm believers, it was economic alienation that
resulted in the AES’s child-prodigy failing to expand its subscriber-base to achieve mainstream status.
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Figure 4-15n: The lone contrasting photo in the article, exemplifying the material blessings
progressive Americans (the target audience of People) can achieve through eugenic attitudes and
secular labours. This is contrasted with the austerity advocated by the ultra-conservative wing of the
Holy Roman Catholic Church. By occupying the visual ‘high-ground’ on the page, the choice between
progressive values and familial bliss, versus slavish adherence to Catholic dogma, was portrayed as a
false dichotomy, and one that no reasonable WASP family of means would entertain. (p. 7)
Figure 4-15o: This stock-drawing of St. Thomas
Aquinas is centered in the middle of the page where
Johnson refutes the Vatican’s obsolete position on
artificial birth-control; also deriding the Church’s
allowance of childless-marriages when this is
“accomplished by continence” (p. 8). This critique is
further bolstered by comparing the modern wisdom
offered by various scientific disciplines advocating
eugenical positions on these same questions: from
medical specialists like gynecologists and neurologists, to
the latest social-science experts like marriage counselors.
This juxtaposition of dogmatic religious tradition from a
bygone era, versus the carefully considered theories and
clinical research of modern science and medicine, was
designed to lead the progressive reader to conclude that
the Bishop of Rome’s new clothes are see-through and
scientifically thread-bare.
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Figure 4-15q: The final impressive photo topping the last page of Johnson’s eugenical critique (p. 9).
The loss of American lives in WW I had reinforced the long-standing American antipathy to
monarchies and empires, even as it became a world power, itself on the cusp of Imperial status. Such
displays of opulent splendor and non-democratic autocracies would have found little sympathy with
People’s target demographic, especially in the midst of a Depression, blamed in part on European
instability and foreign influence on the American market. Michelangelo got an explicit pass for his
eugenic merit as a great artist, though we are not told here of his Nordic ancestry, as previously
deduced by Madison Grant in his Passing of the Great Race (1916).
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Figure 4-15r: A short article reminding readers of the great economic cost posed by the usual suspects
that make up the ‘rogues’ gallery’ of the eugenically unfit (p. 10). The author breaks down the cost of
caring for or containing the “socially inadequate” in terms the educated reader could understand. The
picture and caption injects the hereditarian message into the equation, by showing the apple does not
fall far from the three and the cost to society is an intergenerational burden of epic proportions. In
the course of three generations the hereditarian bent of progressive-era American sociology would be
bent 180 degrees to a firmly environmental standpoint, as the old memeplex was displaced as the
operative paradigm for the discipline by its post-modern replacement.
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Figure 4-15s: The conclusion of the “What We Pay” featurette, with its prophetic prediction of a
rising tide of concerned citizens revolting against the spiraling costs of caring for the unfit, visually
bolstered by the orderly columns and rows of a “rogues’ gallery” of notorious criminals that pass-on
their dysgenic hereditary taint to future generations. (p. 47) The neo-Conservative ‘Reagan Revolution’
hailed by Donald Trump or Steven Harper was to reinterpret the old racial-anthropology theories of
Cesare Lombroso (1835-1909) on display here, with a new economic-political paradigm that was less
based on hereditarian biology and modernist social science, and more on the old social-Darwinism of
laissez faire Industrial Capitalism, with its antipathy to liberal social reforms and interventionist State
welfare programs.
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Figure 4-15t: The opening of Professor Hankins’ academic article, held-over from the 1929 annual
conference of the American Birth Control League; an avid partner of the AES on that issue. (p. 11)
Notice the description of the demographic changes to New England (as previously discussed with the
cover-story) caused by various waves of Catholic immigration, including the aforementioned French
Canadians and their high differential fertility versus their “Unitarian and Congregational” predecessors
in the region. Thus religion could be used as euphemism for race, at least for knowing Nordic readers.
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Some of the 6675 “darker, shorter, stockier” nonNordics being deported as aliens in late 1930. (p. 44)

Figure 4-15u: The startling prediction for the future phenotype of American human stock, diluted
from Nordic thoroughbred to mongrel hybrid. Thus, birth control was seen as a new extension of
immigration restriction, and one could surmise People would caution WASP readers to avoid racemixing with “darker… shorter… stockier” suitors; at least until the results of further anthropological
and eugenic investigation of these matters revealed a benign or neutral impact. (p. 11)

Figure 4-15v: A street-scene showing the macroscopic effects of the “vicious circle” of poverty and
ignorance. Only birth control could offer an efficacious treatment for this societal blight. (p. 13)
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Figure 4-15w: An inspiring eugenic education vignette, showing a small clique of thoroughly modern
‘Mothers of Tomorrow’ enjoying the freedom and natural inspiration of an outdoor biology class at a
“girls college.” Such women were the subject of intense eugenic interest as they represented the best
bet for WASP preservation in America – if they could be evangelized into the eugenics fold. (p. 15)

Figure 4-15x: The grand conclusion of
Hankins’ ode to contraception as a
remedy for social-ills and the
backwardness of old social mores. It
brushes aside the proffered fear of
depopulation, and answers the
emergent threat of ‘breeding from the
bottom’ (another euphemism for the
higher fertility rate among the lower
classes and racial inferiors). The
ultimate promise is the “elevation of
motherhood” to the high status that it
once enjoyed, before it was cheapened
by the uncontrolled reproduction of
the unfit and socially inadequate. It
ends with the possibility that if this
quest fails, it may herald the doom for
“our culture.” (p. 15)
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Figure 4-16a: A photo of two major conferences on genetics and eugenics, held consecutively in
Rome in 1929. Thus it appeared that even while the American government was distancing itself from
the AES and its hereditarian lobbying, the fascist regime of Mussolini was taking an interest in
eugenics as a means to reinstaurate the former glory of Imperial Rome, but under the progressive
banner of genetic science and applied eugenics. Some of the delegates to the conference pictured here
would have been the future architects of the Nazi eugenics and race-hygiene programs, which soon
made Mussolini’s regime look like amateurish dilettantes. (p. 21)
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Figure 4-16b: An explanation of Italy’s twin-pronged approach to folk eugenics and race betterment,
which includes paths for both the renowned researches of Italian eugenicists, and a popular eugenics
“open to that part of the intelligent population” who can appreciate its vital national role. (p. 22)
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Figure 4-16c: Polyzoides lone attempt at using racial theories that are more characteristic of American
or German race theory. But here race is expressed as a kind of folk-eugenics based on crude notions
of “blood” or nebulous “biochemical relationships,” showing the neo-Lamarckian shade of easternEuropean eugenics of the day. Some of these “Fascist junior naval reserve” would later offer their
blood for Il Duce and Der Fuhrer in WW II, resulting in a great eugenic loss of men and of Italy’s last
foreign colonies in North Africa, as well as the major seaport of Trieste. (p. 23)
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Figure 4-16d: The revolutionary rhetoric and propagandistic promotion of the Italian agenda for
prodigious population growth and race betterment through the popularization of eugenics. This is as
good an expression of Fascist militarism and ardor for Lebensraum outside of Mein Kampf. (p. 23) It is
also a brilliant rip-off of Teddy Roosevelt’s infamous 1894 injunction against race-suicide in the
military-demographic “competition between races” in which “no race had a chance to win a great
place unless it consisted of good breeders as well as good fighters” (Dyer, 1980, p. 145).
This text is posed for maximum ironic effect beside a stock photograph and enlarged caption below,
taken from the cover story (p. 12), showing a scene from WW I France. Many Italian villages were
also reduced to rubble as two entire American and British/Canadian armies slowly slogged up the
Italian peninsula in WW II, from late 1943-45. To add profligate slaughter to irony, it was to be the
German snipers and machine-gunners that would exact huge tolls as they fought from defensive
positions in the rubble, in a deadly repeat of static trench warfare from WW I, but in rugged mountain
conditions. In that contest it was to be a relatively small cadre of elite German paratroopers and
Waffen SS that defended Italy from a much larger Allied force; after the Germans disarmed their Italian
former comrades-in-arms and SS commandos had rescued Il Duce from his mountaintop resort-prison
and flew him back to Berlin. After the debacle at Stalingrad in late 1942 (where the Fuhrer’s Italian and
Romanian allies had crumbled and fled) and the subsequent ‘von Manstein counterstroke’ in early
1943 that prevented the total collapse of the huge southern front in Russia, Hitler praised his own
army of supermen: the Waffen (fighting) SS. He bragged that the one division of elite Waffen SS was
worth ten Italian or Romanian divisions (Ailsby, 1997). Hitler was rarely as correct in any of his
military analyses.
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Figure 4-16e: An “idyllic scene” of village life in southern Italy, with the “bee-hive” houses serving as
a visual metaphor for the hoped-for bee-hive of reproductive activity by the populace (p. 24). It is
ironic that traditional village life is praised here, while similar scenes of a border-town in Mexico in
previous issues of Eugenics (1929, 1930) had been panned as dysgenic and dangerous to ‘old-stock
Americans’ in southern border states like California (see the Immigration and Legislation section of
Chapter IV).
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Figure 4-16f: Praise for two articles on the essential role of the family as the foundation for both the
“Fascist State” and a “new nobility” to rule the nation. Notice that the author attacked both America
and the Soviet Union for the “evils” that lead to the “deliberate destruction of the family.” Hitler
would later do likewise, for quite different causes; though this did not stop Der Fuhrer from borrowing
eugenic ideas from America and methods from Stalin for his race-hygiene programs. (p. 25, 26)

Figure 4-16h: The finale for Polyzoides’ triumphal tale of Fascist eugenics, praising a German book
said to be inspired by Fascist Italy’s leadership. In fact, any inspiration is likely in the opposite
direction, as German eugenics and race hygiene predated Fascist Italy and their interpretation of
eugenics by at least two decades. (p. 26)
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Figure 4-16i: Two news segments hailing three giants of German eugenics and race-hygiene in 1930
(left: v3n8, p. 313; right: v3n10, p. 397). Drs. Eugen Fischer and Alfred Ploetz later did yeoman’s duty
for the Nazis in their ambitious eugenics and race-hygiene programs. These notes exemplify American
enthusiasm for Germanic race-hygiene theory and eugenical practice. Laudatory stories were later
published in other American journals and periodicals, praising the Nazis for their swift action in
passing sterilization laws, strict anti-miscegenation laws, and a record-pace for eugenic operations.
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Figure 4-16j: The first page of Leon Whitney’s new popular-eugenics advice column, in which he
answers reader questions and dispenses pearls of wisdom focused on the hereditary implications of
matters of the heart, as befitting an ancestor concerned with the well-being of any descendants. (p. 38)
Privacy and legal liability concerns were also briefly addressed in the text-box under the photo.
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Figure 4-16k: Mr. Whitney helps a thus-far ‘barren spinster’ to resolve a popular dilemma that many
business or professional women have since faced (p. 39). There is little beating around the bush, with
an unambiguous affirmative to the natural call of motherhood and female domesticity. Notice there is
no medical concern expressed over the woman’s age, in regards to Mongolian imbecility or other
congenital conditions; perhaps reflecting the advice of Madge Thurlow Macklin and her firm
insistence that the age of the mother is irrelevant (as covered in the previous section on Eugenics
Education feature articles). In this at least, there is little difference between Whitney’s advice and the
exhortation of Italian Fascists for prolific procreation in Dr. Polyzoides feature article.
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Figure 4-16l: Whitney takes on the perennially
popular question of cousin marriages (p. 39).
The advice is the same conventional wisdom as
dispensed by Eugenics in several articles and a
previous Eugenics’ Symposium. It relies on the
same simple-Mendelian model that was
ubiquitous in all the AES’s popular education
propaganda, and was often featured in public
eugenic displays, as covered in the “Eugenics on
Parade” article in the previous section section.
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Figure 4-16m: Whitney’s answer to Mrs. G.K. of New York (p. 39). Albinism is a simple-Mendelian
recessive trait, as already described in the scientific literature. Whitney seems not to realize this, or be
aware of the work of Hermann J. Muller; who studied mutant traits in Drosophila, using x-rays to
stimulate spontaneous mutations, including Albinism. Muller would later create his own brand of
socialist eugenics in “Out of the Night” (1935), and won a Nobel Prize (1946) for his seminal genetics
research. He also had a brief, almost disastrous flirtation with science in Stalin’s USSR in the mid1930s.2 See Elof Carlson’s (1981) biography of Muller for the entire fascinating story.

Muller’s temporary flirtation with Communism in Stalinist Russia, his rejection of neo-Lamarckian Lysenkoism, and
timely escape before the Great Purges, is also discussed in my review of W. Russell Brain’s Galatea, or the Future of
Darwinism (1927) from the To-day and To-morrow series, included in Appendix III. Muller would return to America
in 1940 as an affirmed anti-Stalinist and a somewhat disillusioned socialist. He also become an ardent latter-day
disciple of ‘liberal’ eugenics, including a private-venture to establish a eugenic sperm bank in California in the 1960s,
along with people like fellow Nobel laureate William Shockley (the Repository for Germinal Choice), and later to be
named after Muller (Kohlman, 2011, 2012).
2
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Figure 4-16n: The ‘Funnies’ page of People: a collection of short snappers designed to get casual
readers thinking in a hereditarian way, without beating them over the head with a heavy message. It
might be the 1931 equivalent of Kenny Banya’s infamous Ovaltine routine (from Seinfeld). Many of
these would be considered racist, politically incorrect or otherwise in bad-taste today. Regardless of
the corny punch-lines and rather stiff, formal delivery on the part of the WASP characters; the
deprecating ‘ethnic’ dialogue and ‘proto-ebonics’ of lampooned minorities would likely prompt angry
letters, if not threatened lawsuits, in analogous publications today. (p. 37)
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Figure 4-16o: An excerpt of the first page of the Eugenical Panorama; starting with the national news
and a fervent denial of the President’s alleged conversion to euthenics and the rival environmentalist
camp. It seems even the vaunted ‘straight-shooter’ Herbert Hoover tailored his off-hand remarks for
the audience at hand. 1932 was an election year, so Hoover was loathe to offend any voters. (p. 37)
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Figure 4-16p: A sample of the political scrum over birth control in the Senate hearings. Casual readers
would not have been able to decode many of the names or insider-terms in this story, but the regular
readers of Eugenics would have. So the WASP agenda was still there, but hidden by ‘dog-whistle’ terms
like “Lambeth Conference” and “Northern and Western Europe.” (p. 40, 41)
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Figure 4-16r: Excerpts from a syndicated piece by a noted science-education authority, calling on
progressive politicians to heed the biologist in the foundations of sound hereditarian policy and
research-driven human management (p. 41).
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Figure 4-16s: A mixed sample of State-level eugenical news (from Harvard) and the announcements
for two major international conferences on demography and genetics (p. 42). Note the population
conference in Rome named Il Duce as its honorary chairman. The international genetics conference in
Ithaca, New York followed right on the heels of the 3rd International Congress on Eugenics, held at
Henry F. Osborn’s Museum of Natural History in New York, August 23-24, allowing international
scientists to attend both events for efficiency and economy. This would be the swansong for major
international eugenics events before the Nazi regime showed the true potential of a state-sponsored
applied-science of human-management, in a modern example of large-scale ‘Roman Technology.’
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Figure 4-16t: The program for the new AES committee on Cooperation with Physicians, asking for
increased attention to genetics and eugenics in medical school curricula, and also setting-out how
doctors can further the AES agenda for contraception and sterilization (p. 43).
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Figure 4-16u: An abbreviated version of Reverend Kenneth MacArthur’s old Eugenics and the Church
column. On the left is a private riposte to Herbert Hoover’s plan to provide child allowances to all;
instead proposing a plan to provide allowances to “progressive Protestant” clerics, who represented
both a bottomless pool of eugenic talent and a renowned cohort of euthenic exemplars. At right is a
riposte to the Papal Encyclical, even alluding to widespread hypocrisy among American Catholics in
adhering to its strict dictates. (p. 43, 44)
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Figure 4-17a: The first iteration of Kinnicutt’s modified Immigration column for People (p. 44, 45). It
matter-of-factly states the mission and goals of “scientific restriction” right up-front, unapologetically
carrying the Nordicist banner from Eugenics forward into the future. Kinnicutt notes that despite the
overwhelming support the emergency restriction Bill received, it was fatally neglected and delayed by
the administration and majority leader in the House, and then successfully filibustered in the Senate.
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Figure 4-17b: A good example of the power of the Administration and the organs of the State to
effect immigration restriction measures in the absence of special enabling legislation. By the
administrative expedient of vigorously enforcing an existing discretionary measure for ensuring that
potential immigrants not become “public charges” in the already high chronic unemployment
environment in America, it reduced total numbers of immigrants almost as much as the proposed
emergency quota would have. Note Canada was explicitly named as a nation to which these
procedures would now also apply, which was also relevant to the follow-up section, designed to
shame Congress into action in the next session (see next figure for the remainder of this section).
This was significant, as many blocked European immigrants had tried to enter America through the
open border with Canada, a charge still being levelled in certain Republican circles today. (p. 45)
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Figure 4-17c: A list of key nations enacting recent emergency immigration restriction measures (p. 45).
It shows the Restrictionist cause could gain widespread support in other former British colonies, even
without large popular eugenics movements supporting the measures. This should come as no surprise
after recent election campaigns in Canada, Australia, and Britain; where Lynton Crosby advised his
various Conservative Party clients on wedge issues like immigration and Islamophobia. It is also very
“deja-vu all over again” (Yogi Bera) in America, where Donald Trump made immigration restriction
his cause célèbre, as part of his ‘Make America Great Again’ sloganeering, and a delayed extension of
the Bush/Cheney ‘War on Terror.’ Kinnicutt and Madison Grant would likely concur with Trump’s
attempted ‘Muslim Ban;’ even if they might have some doubts about Trump’s eugenic pedigree and
competence to be Commander-in-Chief.
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Figure 4-17d: Twin book-reviews from the alpha and omega issue of People, continuing the tradition of
coverage of eugenically-themed books. Note the publisher of Professor Hunt’s study, is the same
publisher as Eugenics and People, allowing for cross-promotion. The second book, a translation of a
German text previously praised by Paul Popenoe, represented another recent British attempt at
popularizing eugenic ideas for a progressive public, this time in paperback format. (p. 46)
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Figure 4-17e: The back-cover of the lone issue of People. The Galton Publishing Co. had embarked on
an ambitious program to publish books of popular eugenical import for the “Eugenics Book Club.”
In fact, the company was living on borrowed time, and shut its doors later in the year, after publishing
Organized Eugenics (1931).
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Scanned Images for Appendix IV

Images for Extra Eugenics’ Sections
Section 1: The Eugenics’ Symposium – Pages 134-141
Section 2: Eugenics and the Church – Pages 142-186
Section 3: A Trio of Eugenics Education Articles – Pages 187-204
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Figure A4-1-2a: Forum on popular education in the April 1930 “Education Number” (p. 138, 139).
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Figure A4-1-2b: Last of the popular education
committee’s responses to the April 1930
symposium question. According to the University
of Illinois at Chicago Library website (Richard
Daley Library Special Collections): “The Elizabeth
McCormick Memorial Fund was a foundation
dedicated to improving the quality of life for infants
and children in Chicago. The Fund was established
by Chicago industrialist Cyrus H. McCormick to
preserve the memory of his only daughter,
Elizabeth (1892-1905). Officially incorporated in
1913, the McCormick Fund operated as an
autonomous charitable foundation under a Board of
Trustees, Executive Director and staff.” It also
maintained a lending library related to earlychildhood education and welfare services. (p. 138)

Figure A4-1-3a: Partial Table of Contents for “The Education Number.” Only the article on disorders
in language acquisition, by Psychopathologist S.M. Orton, was a one-off appearance. It attempted to
apply a firm hereditarian explanation to language disorders, including formalized pedigree charts. All
the other authors listed were repeat contributors, or featured in other issues. Thus, Eugenics served a
community-building and cross-promotion function during this period, and serves today as a rich but
convoluted historical scrap-book for the extended American eugenics family.
The last section of this chapter will consider the feature article on “How to Interest College Students
in Eugenics” as the lone exemplar of a full-length article in Eugenics on formal education in eugenics.
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March 1929 Symposium: “The Reproduction Rate of Genius: Will Birth Control Diminish It?”

Figure A4-1-3b: The March 1929 episode of the symposium pitting a Catholic priest and ethicist
against four heavy-hitters from the AES, including the then president (pp. 22-24). This was the first
issue of the symposium (No. 6 of 30) that had a majority of female panelists.
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Figure A4-1-3c: The Continuation of the March 1929 Symposium. (p. 23) Today’s readers might need
to mentally substitute unregulated abortion for teens or adoption by gay parents to appreciate the
sensitivity of this topic back then. See the bio-briefs for the participants in Figure 1-3d on next page.
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Figure A4-1-3d: A brief description of the
credentials for the March 1929 forum
participants, as taken from the Who’s Who
feature at the end of the issue (p. 41).
It also exposes the prior inspiration for the
topic under debate. Dr. Hannah Stone and
Mrs. Sanger were both contributors to the
journal, with at least one feature article each
on this same thematic issue.

Figure A4-1-4a: Table of Contents for the December 1930 “Child Allowance Number.” The
symposium pleaded for direct or societal subsidies for faculty members, especially eugenically
promising WASP male professors who might otherwise become confirmed bachelors, thus
contributing to imminent Nordic race-suicide through a combination of poor academic salaries,
modern urban living, and technological-material comforts. The article on the “Bennington Proposal”
details one such program at a small private college.
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Figure A4-1-4b: First page of the symposium debate over child allowances for faculty members in
American post-secondary institutions. In the absence of any real opponent or outsider critics, former
University of Michigan and current AES President C. C. Little assumed the role of Devil’s Advocate
to keep the conversation from being entirely one-sided. (p. 458)
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Figure A4-1-4c: Second page of the symposium on family allowances for faculty. Notice that any
female participation was lacking, beyond the willing acceptance of the pronouncements of their male
betters and bearing the resulting eugenic progeny to avert WASP race-suicide; the cause-celibré of
E.A. Ross, who coined the term early in his academic career and campaigned against it. (p. 459)
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Figure A4-1-5: The last iteration of the Eugenics’ Symposium in the February 1931 issue (p. 60, 61).
It is notable for having just two respondents, and the only one with an all-female panel. McClenahan,
a recent graduate of Wellesley women’s college and then a professor of early child-care at U.S.C.,
dominated the debate with just over three full columns to her opponent’s three-quarters of one.
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Figure A4-2-1a: Table of Contents for the first “Religious Number.” From the frontispiece and lead
article (see section on Popular Education), to the feature article on “Where Ministers Come From” by
the Reverend Henry S. Huntington (older brother of AES insider Ellsworth Huntington), the religious
aspects of eugenics and the role of the clergy in achieving Galton’s (1904) goal of making eugenics
“an orthodox religious tenet of our time” were explored in detail. This was also the first appearance of
Kenneth C. MacArthur in Eugenics, whose first feature-article would later become a regular
department in the journal, under his leadership as Secretary of the AES Committee on Cooperation
with the Clergy. This issue also contains the first of several winning “eugenic sermons” that were
published in Eugenics, including the August 1929 “Sermon Number” specifically devoted to this
eugenical outreach project of the AES, and ardently taken-up by numerous eugenic disciples.
Figure A4-2-1b: Eugenics’ Who’s Who entry for
MacArthur in the Religious Number of
December 1928 (p. 40). So far as I can tell, the
good Reverend never published his planned
book, and outside of Eugenics and Rosen’s
Preaching Eugenics (2004), he seems to have been
forgotten by history. Nonetheless, he was an
ardent Eugenics disciple until the end.
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Figure A4-2-1c: MacArthur’s letter of introduction to the readers of Eugenics in April 1930 (p. 149).
As a lapsed Catholic, the use of “THE ASSUMPTION” in all-caps to begin the text was striking,
where it has a fundamentally different connotation, not generally observed by Protestants.
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Figure A4-2-2a: Reinterpreting the Tree of Eugenics
as a new Tree of Knowledge for The American Century.
This popular image was used in both the 2nd and 3rd
International Congresses of Eugenics, in 1921 and
1932 respectively. Both were hosted by H.F. Osborn,
at his American Museum of Natural History in New
York, along with the stalwarts of the Galton Society
of America, including Madison Grant as first-officer
to Osborn. There were no Roman Catholics (or
‘Papists’ as they were sometimes called) in the Galton
Society, or even cracking the professional staff and
editorial board of Eugenics. MacArthur as secretary to
the Clergy Committee is perhaps the quintessential
WASP eugenic disciple of the establishment cloth of
nativist-America. “Religion” is the upper-right,
upright root of the Eugenics Tree, but not a tap-root
like Politics, Economics, Race and Heredity. For a
better view, see Figure Figure A2-1 on Page 375.

‘The Eugenics Tree’ represents a new Instauration of the ‘Tree of Knowledge’ from Genesis
and prophesies the future restoration of a new Garden of Eden, repopulated by future
generations of those WASP Omega-versions of Adam and Eve who combine the greatest
racial prowess with the proclivity to procreate prolifically. This would not be willed into
being by the miraculous intervention of an all-powerful, but mysterious, sometimes
protective, and other-times capricious God, as in the first Genesis. Instead it would be
realized through the guidance, leadership and training of men and women of science as
well as faith and ardor, reinterpreting His Will as revealed by modern natural science and
applied eugenics. The Tree of Knowledge would regrow by the synergistic linkage of all
this multi-disciplinary knowledge, fertilized by technics, infused by religion and watered by
education and further research. From the seeds of the Tree of Eugenics, a new American
Race would evolve, free from the Original-sin of race-mixing and the degenerate ways of
the pagans of the Old Testament. The new race would be bred from a maturing science,
applied with the wisdom of eugenics, nurtured by the arts of euthenics, raised by fit and
faithful parents, educated by eugenically trained and informed teachers, and carefully
shepherded by fervent preachers; all united by common goals, laws and ideologies, and
bolstered by a religious zeal for a someday glimpse at a bio-engineered heaven on earth.
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Figure A4-2-2b: Opening page of Kenneth MacArthur’s defining article on Eugenics and the Church.
The call-out box reveals the puritanically-derived progressivism of American Protestant doctrine
versus the dogmatic conservativism of Roman Catholic theology that holds all creation sacred. (p. 6)
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Figure A4-2-2c: MacArthur’s vocational vision
for the educational roles of the Preacher. Notice
he views education for the unfit or feebleminded as misguided charity. His hereditarian
theology made him a natural choice as de facto
AES Chaplain, a Christian-duty he had held in
the U.S. Army during the Great War.

Figure A4-2-2d – Onward Eugenic Soldiers? A photo of American Nordic manhood training for the
Great War. This was a popular meme in several issues. The American Civil War and WW I changed
many eugenicists appraisal of ‘traditional’ warfare from being a eugenically cleansing force, to a
dysgenic epidemic of industrial-scale slaughter of the eugenically worthy, while the unfit and racially
unworthy remained at home to breed prolifically. (p. 8)
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Figure A4-2-2f: Eugenics’ Symposium for the first “Religious Number” of December 1928 (p. 20, 21).
Although Rabbis were a small outlier in the movement, it is curious to note that they made for more
congenial allies of their Protestant descendants on eugenic issues than the Roman Catholic
theologians who might be considered closer evolutionary off-shoots of the Judeo-Christian tree.
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Figure A4-2-2g: Bio-briefs of the clerics in the Eugenics’ Symposium for the Religious Number (p. 41).
Though from different denominations, they all hailed from the largely urban Northeastern Seaboard:
the heartland of Eugenics and the breeding-ground of most organized American eugenics to this time.

Figure A4-2-2i: Henry S. Huntington’s Bio-brief in
the Who’s Who page (p. 41). The humble Reverend
did not mention his position as the Chair of the
AES Committee for Cooperation with the Clergy, a
position he held since its founding in 1926, and
would hold until the end of Eugenics in 1931. But in
terms of being a prolific author, Henry was eclipsed
by his brother Ellsworth (1976-1947) of Yale fame
(human geography); who went on to become
President of the AES during the lean years of the
Depression (1934-38 – Engs, 2005, 113); and the
author of a full-length eugenics ‘Catechism’:
Tomorrow’s Children (1935).
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Figure A4-2-2h: Editorial column for The Religious Number, which I believe was written by Henry S.
Huntington, the Chair of the AES Committee for Cooperation with the Clergy (see Figure 2-2i).
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Figure A4-2-2k: Personal testimony on the nature vs
nurture debate for the germination and spiritual
formation of Protestant ministers. (p. 25)

Figure A4-2-2l: A partial excerpt discussing the
fuzzy postulated factor of “Social Heredity” on the
personal choice of entering the ministry. It seemed
to placate the advocates of both nature and nurture,
while denying the influence of neither. (p. 25)
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Figure A4-2-2m: Page of testimonials to “Social Heredity,” including a descendant of one of the most
“aristogenic” scions of Protestantism, Nathaniel Merrill, “who came to America in 1633.” (p. 26)
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Figure A4-2-2n: Huntington’s statistical summary of his survey results. Whether his brother Ellsworth
helped with this project is not stated, but this author suspects he may have lent his expertise. (p. 27)
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Figure A4-2-3a: Table of Contents for the “Sermon Number” of August 1929, which adds some
appropriate context for the picture of “The Cathedral of Learning” at Roswell Johnson’s University of
Pittsburgh, as it was illustrated in the section on Eugenical Institutions in Chapter IV.

Figure A4-2-3b: Eugenics’ Who’s Who bio-briefs for the top three eugenic sermon winners of the 1928
AES Eugenic Sermon Contest. (p. 41)
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Figure A4-2-3c: The Editorial for the Sermon Number providing useful explanatory information to
readers back then, and important contextual clues and semiotic signs for today’s scholars. (p. 34)
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Figure A4-2-3d: Opening page of the sermon that won 1st Place in the 1928 AES contest. (p. 3)
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Figure A4-2-3e: Matson’s empirical evidence for racial degeneracy surrounding the ‘eugenic oasis’ of
the Nordic children of the parish, with a marked degradation as one moves from pious WASPs to
lapsed “pure Americans” and further yet in other races, with the exception of “the Japanese” (p. 4, 5).

Figure A4-2-3f: A recycled photo used in Matson’s first-place sermon to illustrate the ‘racial weeds’
confronting California (p. 5). It is courtesy of C. M. Goethe, a staunch Nordicist and vigilant president
of the Southern California Chapter of the AES (Spiro, 2009), taken from his prior feature article, “The
Influx of Mexican Amerinds” in the January 1929 “Immigration Number” (see Chapter IV).
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Figure A4-2-3g: Matson’s warning of racial-religious suicide in his parish and eventual oblivion of
American democracy and Protestants, unless the faithful become fruitful and multiply again. (p. 6, 7)

Figure A4-2-3h: Matson’s conclusion detailing the need to embrace eugenics to avoid the same
ignominious fates as the civilizations of Greece and Rome, or the decline of Imperial Britain. (p. 7)
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Figure A4-2-3k: Opening page of Reverend Gleason’s eugenic sermon, declaring the halt of human
progress and a dysgenic turn to “racial degeneration” and possible race-suicide of his flock. (p. 8)
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Figure A4-2-3l: A near-perfect exemplar of the hereditarian view of the relative role of heredity versus
foster environment in determining the potential benefits of education and higher training. (p. 9)

Figure A4-2-3m: A famous photo of the dysgenic side of The Kallikak Family, by Henry Goddard
(1912), complete with crudely altered eyes and mouths to make them look more sinister. (p. 12)
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Figure A4-2-3n: Gleason’s textual analogue of Figure 2-3k and thoughts on the legal righteousness,
but eugenic foolishness of New York and Indiana, and by implication at least, the leaders of
Minnesota. Though Gleason never mentions the words “compulsory sterilization” in such polite
company, he approximates the happy rhetoric of Paul Popenoe and E.S. Gosney in their pioneering
“Sterilization for Human Betterment” as popularized in Eugenics, and available to Gleason or his
congregants as an educational pamphlet, and in book-form through the Eugenics’ Book Club. (p. 13)
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Figure A4-2-3p: Reverend Gleason’s rousing sermon conclusion. The last paragraph is a startling
recapitulation of Galton’s (1904) call of racial-duty to marry the biological salvation of the fittest races
to orthodox religion, to create a secular theology that would bridge the cleavages of religious sects,
and make eugenic doctrine the core memeplex for realizing God’s Kingdom here on earth. (p. 13)
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Figure A4-2-3q: Opening page of Bishop’s sermon on the eugenic merits of “self-fulfillment,” to
produce men of “five talents” (or more), as the ultimate preacher and professor directed. (p. 14)
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Figure A4-2-3r: Bishop’s statistical warning and exhortation of his Plymouth Parish’s failing as prolific
parents, with both modern and historical consequences for the drying-up of the eugenic aristocracy.
Like Teddy Roosevelt, Bishop places the lion’s share of the blame on educated WASP women who
refuse to answer the call to motherhood, dooming the chosen American race to slow suicide. (p. 17)
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Figure A4-2-3s: The first triad of a four-point series of propositions posited by Bishop in his sermon
summary, covering both the prime human material for positive eugenics programs and the sub-prime
targets of negative pogroms as depicted and stereotyped in American eugenic folklore. (p. 18)
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Figure A4-2-3t: The finale of Bishop’s four-point plan
for practical eugenic progress; covering both the
negative suppression of the unworthy and the positive
uplifting of the eugenically blessed. His reference to
the “leaders and builders of America” serves as a nonracially explicit substitute for WASPs. As a lapsed
Catholic, I am not aware of any sainted statisticians.
But for Bishop’s flock, hearing his impassioned plea
on Mother’s Day at the height of the movement; it
may have led to some renewed efforts to serve the
race, their concerned Pastor and their Lord by adding
more well-born souls to their congregation, to the
community of Lansing, and to America. Given the
actual parish statistics, even the national average of
completed family size would have called for a renewed
baby-boom among almost all the congregation’s
married couples. (p. 19)

Figure A4-2-3u: Rev. Bishop’s rousing quasi-legal, but biologically and morally righteous conclusion,
appealing to his parishioners to tune their ears to the wisdom of eugenics. While the dysgenic side
remains anonymous with regards to surname (perhaps in an attempt not to offend any namesake
parishioners or readers); the righteous father on the right serves as an example to the rest to ‘keep-up
with the Joneses;’ who serve as good stand-in for WASP heritage worthy of conservation and
preservation. Note the eugenic and dysgenic bequeathments included physical, mental and moral traits
– in other words both genetic and memetic inheritances. (p. 19)
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Figure A4-2-4a: The opening paragraphs of the three panelists in the January 1930 forum (p. 18, 19).
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Figure A4-2-4b: News and Notes brief hailing
another major eugenical event sponsored by
the AES and its Committee on Cooperation
with the Clergy. Chair Henry Huntington and
guest speaker A.E. Wiggam would have had a
large captive audience to evangelize the merits
of a purposeful “Scientific Calvinism,” made
more palatable by a sumptuous free lunch at a
landmark New York club. Combined with the
free mailings of the journal and the cash prizes
with accompanying national publicity of the
Eugenic Sermon contest, this targeted largesse
shows the great importance that the AES
placed in capturing the hearts and minds of the
WASP demographic, crucial for growing and
spiritually sustaining the movement and
rendering it into a secular religion of our time,
as Francis Galton previously envisaged. (p. 20)

Figure A4-2-4c: Table of contents for the second “Religious Number” (February 1930), where the
reach was extended to Catholic and Jewish converts to the eugenic cause. Madison Grant had argued
in Passing of the Great Race (1916) that inter-racial marriage often also entailed inter-religious marriage.
In the multigenerational crusade of eugenics, the intergenerational struggle for memetic allegiance of
the offspring was just as essential for the ‘Social Heredity’ of religious memes, as the dominance of
genes for physical traits from the respective parents; in a memetic version of the “efficient steward”
sorting genes in Florence Sherbon’s “Chemistry of Heredity” education series featured in Chapter IV.
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Figure A4-2-4d: The Eugenics’ Who’s Who bio-brief for Father-Doctor Joseph Mayer, along with the
picture and caption of Mendel as the ‘Father of Heredity’ (p. 45). The last part of the boldly stated
assertion in the photo caption is not quite true: Francis Galton and Karl Pearson were both “loath”
to accept Mendel’s work; even engaging in a feud of sorts with Davenport and other ‘Mendelians.’
(See the edited volume Davenport’s Dream (2010) has a detailed narrative of this trans-Atlantic feud.
The feud’s eventual resolution as The Modern Synthesis (1942), was later authored by Sir Julian Huxley.
By then Catholics were firmly against eugenics and race-hygiene, while their Pope was essentially a
VIPrisoner in Fascist Italy, even before the Germans became occupiers after Italy capitulated.
See the review and analysis of the feature articles on “Eugenics in Fascist Italy” and Pius XI’s official
prohibition of contraception in the final section of Chapter IV, from the lone issue of People (1931).
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Figure A4-2-4e: Opening of Mayer’s scholarly article, linking eugenics to Catholic literature, primarily
sourced from the Old Testament, to his own day and his life’s work as a Jesuit scholar. (p. 43) This
kind of biblical endorsement for eugenics memes was replicated in the next article, but from a Jewish
standpoint. Though the more deracialized ‘reform eugenics’ of the 1930s did manage to attract some
Jewish converts to the reformed AES after WW II, Roman Catholics continued to be a thorn in the
crown of organized eugenics, as well as the rebranded ‘newgenics’ (Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis (PGD)
followed by ‘therapeutic’ abortion, human cloning, etc.) of today and tomorrow.
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Figure A4-2-4f: Mayer discusses the American inspiration for the modern ethical debates on eugenics,
including sterilization, and its response in the “German-speaking world” as mediated by a celebrated
Jesuit scholar before WW I. (p. 45)

Figure A4-2-4g: A pair of testimonials supporting Mayer’s thesis for compulsory sterilization of
“hereditarily degenerate stocks” or “other psychopaths” as well as his promotion of his thesis as a
comprehensive program to meet the “emergencies of our time.” Although it lacks the Nordicist and
anti-Semitic thrusts of later Nazi race-hygiene, once the memetic thesis is accepted, the “theoretical
justification” as stated could be easily adapted later under further “emergency conditions” to include
other criteria and target other ‘social-problem groups.’ (p. 46)
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Figure A4-2-4h: Testimonials by some of the giants of Catholic theology in Continental Europe, along
with Mayer’s encouragements for Catholics to not lose the race-improvement race among the great
powers of the world (p. 50). With Dr. Fritz Lenz and other pioneers (see next figure), Germany
would acquire a substantial coterie of ardent “long-distance” eugenic disciples. They would nurture
and grow the budding eugenics and social-hygiene movements from small cliques in Imperial
Germany, and preserve them through the lean years of the Weimar Republic and the Depression.
Their reward for long-service would be to preside over the bloom of their pioneering memes to full
fruition as an official Nationalist-Socialist State science and secular religion, backed by the resources
of the world’s first Technopoly (Postman, 1992). Radical eugenic measures were first made necessary
by the social emergencies of 1939-40, and after June 1941, these early measures were fully
industrialized for Total Ideological-Racial War with Stalin’s Soviet Union and ‘Jewish-Bolshevism.’
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Figure A4-2-4i: The encouraging conclusion of Mayer’s article, showing the early progress, current
growth and hopeful future for all the people of Germany. This is three years before the NationalistSocialist Party assumed control, and installed its most ardent eugenic disciples. This future takeover
would have excluded Father Mayer and “chief worker” Hermann Muckermann, due to their religious
affiliation; but promoted Drs. Fisher, Lentz, Otto Verschuer and other ardent supporters under a new
‘chief-leader.’ (p. 51). Note Dr. Popenoe’s footnote (at bottom right) hailing the establishment of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Heredity and Eugenics in Berlin-Dahlem.
Dr. C. B. Davenport spoke for the American eugenics establishment at the grand-opening of this
world class research institute (Engs, 2005, pp. 132-134).
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Figure A4-2-4k: The opening of Rabbi William Grossman’s treatise (with eugenic and editorial
assistance by AES executive secretary Leon Whitney) celebrating the proto-eugenic wisdom of Jewish
sacred literature and its influence on Jewish greats. (p. 52)
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Figure A4-2-4l: Picture showing a synagogue in a “newly settled village” in Palestine (then a British
Protectorate). Although the term “Zionist” has lapsed into disuse, the ongoing establishment of
“newly settled villages” in the remnants of Palestinian territory is still going strong. (p. 53)

Figure A4-2-4m: A representative mix of religious
dogma, folklore and proto-eugenical myths used to
support the eugenic memes being explored. (p 53,
54) Though many of the memes are based on
Lamarckian ideas, they are used to buttress the
hereditarian cause. The final proposal, for
“Marrying a sister’s daughter,” was similar to the
general acceptance of cousin-marriages among the
“The Parsis of India” (July 1930); or the fittest
Nordics in the Sermon Number’s Symposium.
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Figure A4-2-4n: The four personifications of “Jewish Excellence” pictured in the article, which includes
greats from the areas of modern physics, Imperial British government, the arts, and jurisprudence. Only
Justice Brandeis was American-born, a learned son of immigrant Ashkenazi (German Jews) from
Bohemia. He ruled with the 8 to 1 majority of the U.S. Supreme Court in the infamous Buck v. Bell case
of 1927. It is worth noting that all four were raised in secular or Protestant homes, without the benefit
of Orthodox eugenic guidance. Despite this, and a less than stellar record as a doting father or husband,
Einstein was famously proposed as the first President of Israel when it became a State in 1948. (See
Missner (1985) for “Why Einstein became famous in America” and the truly fascinating and farreaching memetic linkages between renascent Zionism in New York, the first ‘Red Scare,’ and
Einstein’s rapid rise to American stardom in the early 1920s, before his later celebrity in Europe.)
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Figure A4-2-5a: Partial Table of Contents for the July 1930 issue blending religion, race hygiene and
‘data-driven’ social engineering. The multi-part “Bunglers” series and a one-off study of the “d’Isgenic
Family” provided the empirical data, while the other features mixed religion, fitter-caste breeding,
eugenic progress reports and some political grist for the mill in the popular symposium feature.

Figure A4-2-5b: E.A. Ross’s
seminal sociological wisdom
condensed into a powerful
page-filler. It combines many
of the elements of this issue
into a harmonious appeal for
a Kingdom of Heaven on
earth through the science of
eugenics and a rather severe
culling of the ‘worst 95%
among us.’ (p. 264)
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Figure A4-2-5c: MacArthur’s first mini-sermon
proposing a rational response to the threat of
WASP race-suicide, as informed by the Applied
Eugenics wisdom from two AES giants, and
contemplated by his committee. In the absence
of a formal plan, MacArthur discusses the
eugenic possibilities of one local Manhattan
cleric and real-estate mogul’s vision. (p. 278)

Figure A4-2-5d: MacArthur’s lament over the chain of causation that forced many WASP ministers in
small parishes to limit the size of their disproportionately eugenic families. He mentions an AES
proposal that would provide baby bonuses to these formerly prolific scions of eugenical germ-plasm.
The same sort of proposal was fielded in the December 1930 issue for college professors struggling to
raise families of any size on their lamentably inadequate incomes. (p. 318)
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Figure A4-2-5e: The amalgamation of smaller churches was an economically motivated adjustment to
a demographic decline in the faithful, but with a silver eugenic-lining for the WASP clergy. (p 318)

Figure A4-2-5f: Statistics for the third edition of the AES sermon contest, with a lone outlier from the
Dominion of Canada. However, none of these entries was to be published in Eugenics, nor were there
to be any further “Religious Numbers,” or even any major feature articles on the church and eugenics,
leaving MacArthur’s monthly column as its lone voice in the Eugenics wilderness, until the one-off
appearance of People Magazine in April 1931 (see later section in this Appendix). (p. 354)
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Figure A4-2-5g: MacArthur’s ‘News and Notes’ on the eugenically significant Lambeth Conference
that reversed the Anglican Church’s condemnation of contraception for married adherents. (p. 398)

Figure A4-2-5h: Remainder of the discussion on the marital and eugenic significance of the decision
taken by the Church of England in the historic Lambeth Conference in the summer of 1930. (p. 398)

Figure A4-2-5i: Some short, snappy quotes on the
intersection of eugenics and religion with a strict
hereditarian viewpoint; of which eugenics founder
Francis Galton would approve wholeheartedly.
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Figure A4-2-5j: A recycled amplification of
MacArthur’s “Church Combination” minisermon from August. He hails the potential of
the Progressive Protestant unity program to
deliver a eugenic ‘peace dividend,’ but also
alludes to the limits of ecumenism. Any alliance
with eugenics would be on the AES’s terms,
with the hereditarian stance supreme. (p. 439)

Figure A4-2-5k: A discussion of the limitations that inter-denominational differences and lack of unity
poses to the universal acceptance of eugenic wisdom into official Protestant policy. Although the
“young element” noted does not receive any name-recognition, other renowned progressives and
eugenic disciples are hailed and their supportive testimonials are dutifully summarized. (p. 439)
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Figure A4-2-5m: An orphan snippet from the
Editorial of November 1930 (p. 428). It poses a
question and provides some compelling reasons for
its fulfillment, before alluding to some “criticism of
the sentimentalities expressed on Mother’s Day.”
This is surely a veiled reference to the AES Sermon
Contest, but we are left hanging as to whether the
unnamed critics objected to the racial content, birthcontrol talk, any explicit eugenic dogma, or to their
pastor’s admonitions to help fight WASP racesuicide in tough economic times. In any case, the
critics did not stop the editor from recommending a
special “eugenics Sunday” for the benefit of wellborn children and the welfare of the race.

Figure A4-2-5n: MacArthur answers some critics of eugenics in the church. At first he seems to
invoke a rhetorical version of the Eugenics Tree, calling for increased unity of Christian doctrine with
empirical and theoretical science to bolster the cause of both fields, and thus create a harmonious
entity that ignores arbitrary disciplinary or faculty boundaries. This is similar to the push for
interdisciplinarity that Florence Sherbon had advocated for in her popular educational series linking
genetics and physiology with psychology and sociology. (p. 469)
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Figure A4-2-5o: The racial-social justification for
employing eugenics to combat “the strongholds
of evil” and fulfill the “Divine Will… on earth
as it is in heaven.” (p. 469)

Figure A4-2-5p: Name-dropping for Jesus. MacArthur uses the renown of the august members of his
committee to hush the critics of combining religion and eugenics into a harmonious entity for racial
betterment and the establishment of the “Kingdom of God… on earth as it is in heaven.” (p. 469)
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Figure A4-2-5q: MacArthur’s eugenic translations and reinterpretations of the Old Testament to
reveal their racial and reproductive wisdom for the progressive era and modern congregations. Note,
in the case of Ezekiel 18:2, he even uses the “biologically inaccurate” example of neo-Lamarckian
inheritance of acquired characters, without really explaining the problem. Other American eugenicists
(like Luther Burbank, previously mentioned here) were also quick to use Lamarckian examples if it
suited their purpose, but were often ruthless when it did not. (p. 31)
If the Nazi Leadership had not ideologically been precluded from explicitly using Jewish Biblical
authority in their eugenics and race-hygiene programs, they could have similarly used Biblical eugenics
to evangelize their own “Progressive Protestantism,” which was particularly prevalent in Prussia and
other northern German states. Regardless, the Nazi-approved Germanic and Aryan myths were even
richer with eugenic memes. In addition, the fortuitous connections through Madison Grant and other
American Nordicists, fed-back the Continental Nordic myths of old, already reinterpreted by Grant as
a historical-racial struggle, playing right into the fervent souls of Hitler, Himmler, Reinhard Heydrich
and others. Spiro (2009) expertly covers the American/Nazi racial-eugenics connections.
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Figure A4-2-5r: Mining the New Testament for eugenic gold yields a rich return in Biblical truisms
that can be highly suggestive of eugenic implications when properly interpreted and retold. Whether
today’s reader would be convinced, or dismiss it with another old truism: “Even the Devil can quote
scripture for his own purposes” depends on one’s religious memeplex and orthodoxy. (p. 31, 32)
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Figure A4-2-5s: A smattering of “less direct” links
to eugenics in both New and Old Testaments. He
even includes three snippets of the Gospels’ curt
justifications for the prevention and elimination of
unfortunates with “defective minds and bodies” as
keenly employed in Christian America, but even
more ardently under the secular theology of State
social-sciences in Nazi Germany. (p. 32)
Figure A4-2-5t: The final, ignominious end of
MacArthur’s Eugenics and the Church column.
While he finds comfort in the news that a school of
Religious Education had deigned to include
eugenics education in its curriculum, the final bit of
news was a bad omen for the AES Committee on
Cooperation with the Clergy. Surely MacArthur
was also aware that Eugenics was coming to a
sudden end, and the Editorial (p. 67) for this swansong issue expressed great enthusiasm and fervent
hope that the successor People Magazine would
provide yeoman service to evangelize eugenics to
an even wider audience. In fact, it was a complete
failure and died in its infancy after the debut issue,
like so many other hopes and dreams as the
Depression deepened and people’s discretionary
incomes were squeezed relentlessly. MacArthur did
not appear in the one People issue, and so far as I
know, this was his last official function for the
AES, ending what had begun with so much
promise and fanfare with barely a whimper. (p 32)
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Figure A4-2-5u: MacArthur’s reaction to the new Papal Encyclical on Marriage, which spelled the end
of any officially sanctioned Roman Catholic support for eugenics, and nullified any authority behind
Jesuit Joseph Mayer’s earlier article on “Eugenics in Roman Catholic Literature” in Eugenics.
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Figure A4-3-1a: The full-page opening photo for “Eugenics on Parade,” showing a macroscopic view
of some elements of the AES’s “Exhibit of Heredity,” as displayed at the Eastern States Exposition
in Springfield, Mass., from September 14-20, 1930. From the photo, the exhibit hall may have been a
former military facility, or even part of the famous Springfield Armories, makers of the Springfield
rifle that equipped American doughboys in WW I. (p. 390)
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Figure A4-3-1b: The opening page of text for Evans’ article, explaining the eugenic significance of the
various display elements, in simplified hereditarian terms the layman can understand. These display
elements were juggled depending on the available space and layout, to create a simplified educational
narrative of the over-riding importance of heredity, and to stress the ongoing economic or social costs
of maintaining those unfit ‘burdens to society’ that the AES wished to eliminate through negative
eugenics programs, while accentuating the positive of eugenically-gifted WASPs. (p. 391)
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Figure A4-3-1c: Bottom of the opening page of Evans’ article, including the editor’s note explaining
its origin and eventual fate, alongside a paragraph describing the continued memetic value of Henry
Goddard’s Kallikak family as a cautionary tale of degeneration and bad heredity; versus the ‘old-stock’
Nordics lionized by the AES that ‘made America great,’ to precede Trump’s slogan in 2016. (p 391)

Figure A4-3-1d: Part of the AES display that seemed to derive its popularity from its extra-large size.
Like progressive-era plywood versions of the stone tablets bearing the Ten Commandments that
Moses carried down from the mountain, the ‘Wall Book’ provided “various statistics and eugenical
information” to the interested visitors that toured the AES booth or tent displays. (p. 394)
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Figure A4-3-1e: The “Tent Set-up” of the AES’s popular education collection of displays for rural or
other outdoor locations, which according to the caption, was the majority of the display sites (p. 392).
The careful observer will be able to pick-out many of the same elements as featured in Figure 4-4a,
despite the poor lighting contrast here. Note the partially-obscured eugenic cartoon at far-right, which
was previously published in the Popular Education section. The inset at bottom-right shows some
positive feedback about the AES exhibit, from the “What Readers Write” section of the same issue (p.
396), as witnessed by a “new member” at the indoor exhibition in Springfield. We are not told
whether the AES membership purchased was a direct result of the display, or merely a bit of brief but
enthusiastic reportage from a recently added member to the Eugenics choir. At top-left is the itinerary
for the AES’s Popular Education exhibit throughout New England for the Summer/Fall of 1930. All
but one stop (as noted) used the “Tent Set-up” as described above. (p. 394)
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Figure A4-3-2a: Partial Table of Contents for the “Education Number” of April 1930 (p. 121).
The final two articles were covered in the ‘Eugenical Institutions’ and ‘Popular Education’ sections.

Figure A4-3-2b: Professor Binder’s explanation of the history and philosophy of formal eugenics
education at NYU, with a social-activist twist (p. 15). This approach was consistent with Johnson &
Popenoe’s Applied Eugenics (1918) and Galton’s (1904) vision for the science of racial betterment.
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Figure A4-3-2c: A stylishly rambunctious group of college students on roller-skates at an unidentified
institution of higher learning, complete with Imperial Roman-style columns. Ignoring the furensconced young lady with hat pulled low, they all appear to have very Nordic cranial indices. Is this
enough to deduce an Ivy-League pedigree for the school and WASP heritage of the students?
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Figure A4-3-2d: Dr. Binder’s picture (from the
July 1929 Eugenical Institutions exposé on NYU,
p. 16); and very brief bio-brief from that same
issue’s Eugenics’ Who’s Who (41). Below that is the
bio-brief of his more famous NYU colleague,
Henry Pratt Fairchild. Dr. Fairchild was the
incoming AES President, and was a featured guest
in the July Symposium panel (p. 18, 19).

While Fairchild has an extensive
online presence, including
Wikipedia; Binder is almost a
ghost, other than as an author for
an earlier Sociology text.

Figure A4-3-2f: A wide-angle shot of a group of eugenic co-eds, who, if not actually Nordic, are at
least enthusiastic for Nordic exercise to cultivate good physical and psychical health and proper socialhygiene (p. 124). These are the kind of young women portrayed as the ideal “Mothers of Tomorrow.”
The deep snow and ivy on the old brick walls indicates a private, Northeastern university, like those
Rabbi Newman (v2n1, p. 11-14) charged with excluding non-WASP students (especially Jewish ones)
in his feature article that was covered in the Immigration and Legislation section of Chapter IV.
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Figure A4-3-2e: The opening page of Binder’s treatise on capturing the hearts and minds of college
students, circa 1930; using sex as an initial hook, just like any popular magazine, circa ever. (p. 123)
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Figure A4-3-2g: Another wide-shot: this time of the “Fathers of Tomorrow” on the football pitch;
sometime before Labor-day if Ivy-League fashion rules, as popularized, are to be believed. (p. 127)

Figure A4-3-2h: Binder’s theories of the natural
connections between eugenics and sociology that
allow it to be used to teach the applied and socialactivist implications for future societal progress.
Although Binder never managed to crack the
upper-echelons of American Sociology, his AES
insider colleagues Henry Pratt Fairchild (1936) and
E.A. Ross (Univ. of Wisconsin) both went on to
serve as presidents of the American Sociological
Society. The academic discipline was already
considered foundational as one of the important
“roots” of the “Eugenics Tree,” forming a key
plot in the new, experimental garden of Eden,
which was being planted and watered by the AES
and its allies. If not for the metaphorical drought
of the Depression, it might have borne fruit rather
than moral tangles for its latter-day disciples.
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Figure A4-3-2i: A trio of touching vignettes featuring the tragic stories of damsels in eugenic distress,
along with the results of a class questionnaire that surveyed their attitudes to the new phenomenon of
“Companionate Marriage” that was later to be featured in the Eugenics’ Symposium series, covered
earlier in this Appendix. (p. 126, 127)

Figure A4-3-3b: The two bio-briefs for Dr. Macklin from the March and July 1929 Who’s Who pages.
It provides her academic credentials and shows the genesis of the original article and her extended
rebuttal to Dr. Stifel’s environmental theory for this congenital condition.
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Figure A4-3-3c: A partial list of international AES members, including Canada and England that was
included as a special insert in the journal. Just the New York State members dwarfed the total foreign
subscribers, and almost half the other American states to boot. The research articles in Eugenics came
the closest to approximating the more scholarly content of the British Eugenics Review, as founded by
the Eugenics Education Society.

Figure A4-3-3d: A partial list of the sessions offered in the program for the special joint conference of
the AES, ERA, and Race Betterment Foundation at Dr. J.H. Kellogg’s Sanitarium in Battle Creek
Michigan. The program mimics the kind of agenda that would be seen at any professional conference
or annual meeting for a professional or scientific society. Half of these sessions would result in feature
articles in subsequent issues of Eugenics, including Dr. Macklin’s article. Notice all of the presenters are
academics with a Ph.D., or medical doctors with some connection to eugenics. (p. 30)
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Figure A4-3-3e: Opening-page of Macklin’s article from the March 1929 “Census Number” (p. 25).
Dr. Macklin devotes the first-half of the article to refute the various environmental theories for the
disease, but also dismisses a racial explanation in the lead paragraph, almost without serious discussion
or any mention of F.G. Crookshank’s racial-anthropological theory from The Mongol in our Midst, or his
various journal articles explaining Down’s Syndrome. This non-racial, but firmly hereditarian
interpretation is characteristic of the “reform eugenics” that replaced the overtly Nordicist strain.
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Figure A4-3-3f: Macklin’s transition from refuting environmental causation theories to proposing a
hereditary hypothesis. The cut-off sentence at the end is the beginning of the call-out box text from
the opening page. This might be considered an abstract of her hereditary theory, even though it
missed the mark completely in terms of the current explanation; but Charles Darwin’s conception of
the physiological mechanism of heredity in Origin of Species was equally vague and ‘wrong,’ but still
innovative and incredibly influential. (Photo and text are from the left-side column of page 26)

Figure A4-3-3g: Macklin’s evidence for a hereditarian interpretation of Down’s Syndrome. She uses
simple-Mendelian inheritance to explain the phenomenon, and even rejects a major environmental
correlation (the age of the mother, specifically the age of the eggs in her ovaries). Today, Trisomy-21
is one of the best examples for explaining the influence of environment in genetic processes – in this
case the non-disjunction of chromosomes during the second stage of meiosis in human eggs. In the
popularized theory of inheritance presented by H.S. Jennings in Prometheus (1925) as reviewed in
Chapter III, environment was granted much more influence than Macklin’s interpretation here. (p. 26)
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Figure A4-3-3h – The second photo in the article: a close-up of the “Hands of a Mongoloid” (p. 27)

Figure A4-3-3i: The conclusion of Dr. Macklin’s article in Eugenics, pointing the interested reader to
her forthcoming article in one of the most prestigious American medical journals.
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Figure A4-3-3k: Madge Thurlow Macklin at the center of a ‘Group of Seven’ of the “Most Famous
Cancer Researchers in the World,” in a Smithsonian photo (#6891461979) dated to 1937. At left is
C.C. Little: former president of the University of Michigan, AES President for 1928-29, head of the
Roscoe B. Jackson Research Laboratory, at Bar Harbor, Maine; and author of the lead article
“Eugenics and Education” in the “Birthday Number” of Eugenics for October 1928 (see earlier
section). There is no mention of anyone’s involvement with eugenics in the extensive caption or the
Wikipedia article. Yet it shows that prominent eugenicists mixed with prominent medical scientists or
researchers of the time, on equal terms, if not in positions of authority. Macklin lived long enough to
learn the actual cause of Mongolian Imbecility, though not long enough to see the common racialanthropological terminology change to reflect the true cause. Is this an example of scientific-racism
lingering even longer than the pedagogical dissemination-lag noted by Sherbon in eugenics education,
as exemplified by H.S. Jennings in Prometheus? (Though proof of this assertion would require “proper
breeding experiments, which are of course impossible in this case”). The photo and informative
caption can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gioacchino_Failla
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Figure A4-3-3m: A letter from a medical
doctor disputing a number of assertions,
points and assumptions made by Dr. Macklin
in her March feature article, now referred to
as “Mongolian Idiocy” (see text below for
the eugenic significance of this alteration).
There is no mention as to whether Dr. Stifel
is an AES member, or how he came across
the article. Although he does not outright
reject a hereditarian influence or cause, he
does reject Macklin’s outright dismissal of
environmental factors. As Dr. Macklin stated
in her original article, the exhaustion theory
was the most popular non-hereditarian
explanation for this mysterious condition. In
his counter-argument he uses the metaphor
of plant seeds (also common in eugenics
allegories). Common seeds show the same
“degeneracy” or exhaustion over long
periods in normal storage. Many readers
(experts and laymen) of the journal would
have found it an effective counter-example
to Macklin’s vague hereditary hypothesis, in
the absence of an established physiologicalgenetical mechanism. The non-disjunction
theory became the standard explanation for
various conditions resulting from an excess
or missing chromosome due to ‘errors’ in the
cell-division of ova in the female gonads. But
that explanation had to wait another 30 years
before it was shown to be the cause by
researchers in the maturing field of human
genetics. By then eugenics was definitely on
the wane, though by no means exhausted or
completely degenerate. However at the time,
Macklin could not accept an environmental
challenge without a rebuttal in the July issue.
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Figure A4-3-3n: The first-page of Macklin’s extended reply to her environmentalist critic. (p. 13)
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Figure A4-3-3o: Conclusion of Dr. Macklin’s firmly hereditarian defense and rebuttal to Dr. Stifel’s
argument of the environmentalist “exhaustion theory” (p. 14). By the time the argument was
conclusively settled, eugenics was undergoing a demotion from respected field of study for genuine
medical professionals and scientists to racist pseudoscience. However there were still plenty of
doctors and scientists who retained the old hereditarian view of Down’s Syndrome, long after it was
debunked. This is an example of a memetic dissemination lag that is characteristic of many ‘scientific
revolutions’ (in the Kuhnian sense), especially among the social sciences in the post-modern era,
where environmentalist theories and euthenic paradigms have almost completely replaced the
memeplex of eugenics and its hereditarian dependence.

